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Some Guides to Long -Term Planning
by MARK W. CRESAP, Jr.
Vic e President and Assis tant to President, Westinghouse Electric Corporation, Pitts burgh, Pa.

That long -term planning must proceed on objectives, a policy and
a program and must employ serviceable techniques so that the plan
will be positive in character and yet flexible, are made apparent in
the present article. The author touches concretely on the use of
common ratios to test the profitability of results.
HE T ER M , " P L AN N I NG , "

in the sense in which it is used in the title of this
T talk, means the formulation
of plans for the future development and improvement of a business. It means the process of orderly analysis of the fundamental and pertinent facts and the assembly and documentation of materials to
Crystallize, in considerable detail, the intentions, principles, and contemplated
programs on which the future development of the business is to be based.
Fire Purposes of Business Planning —and Three Elements
I am well aware of the fact that the terms, "planning" and "planner," par ticularly the latter, stir up strong and unfavorable emotional reactions because of
their association with the more bureaucratic aspects of modern government and
with the techniques of totalitarian states. However, dictatorships and bureaucrats have no copyright on the word "plan" and its derivatives. Any similarity
between their kind of planning and the kind I discuss is purely coincidental. The
two can be easily distinguished by their respective purposes. The dictator-bureaucrat species is aimed at a central master - minding of rigid blueprints for the
regimentation of men, money, and materials towards the relentless achievement
of arbitrary and ruthless goals. The variety of planning employed by free enterprise differs from such a process as much as the democratic and totalitarian
forms of government differ from each other.
Business planning, to be effective, cannot be arbitrary or rigid and does not
require regimentation to achieve its purpose. Specifically, the purposes of busi,JANUARY, 1953
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ness planning, as I see it, are five: (1) to raise the sights of an organization,
( 2 ) to provide an organization with the stimulating effect of concrete goals,
(3) to assure a teamwork effort toward uniform objectives, (4) to provide the
necessary preparatory lead time for the achievement of objectives and, (5) to
furnish a basis for annual budgeting in a more purposeful manner than by reference to historical performance or static standards.
Sound long -term business planning consists of the establishment of performance objectives, the determination of policies governing the future development of the business and the formulation of programs for their achievement.
The performance objectives of a business should depic .pie character, composition, and mix of the business which it is desired to achieve. This entails
answers to some basic questions, including the following: Is there any desired
change in the basic type, character or purpose of the business? In the products
or services offered? In the price niche to be filled? In market coverage? In the
relative emphasis to be accorded components' lines or services? Objectives should
establish the goals of performance to be accomplished in the future. They must
be reasonably attainable. These should cover the share of market to be obtained,
the dollar sales volume, the profit margins, and the return on investment. They
should be set up for the enterprise as a whole and for each of its components
departments and product lines. These long -term objectives provide the framework for annual budgets, which should represent the extent of the planned five year accomplishment to be achieved in the year budgeted.
Policy as an element in long -term plans covers all important factors on which
the development of the business will be hinged. These policies might be termed
the "by- laws" of long -term plan. Examples of policy subjects which might be
covered in a long -term plan are those relating to quality, pricing, distribution,
sales promotion, buying versus producing materials or components, labor relations, public relations, finances.
The third essential element in a long -tern plan (and one which, if omitted,
reduces the plan merely to a set of intentions) is a comprehensive and thorough
program to attain the established objectives and to effectuate the established
policies. Such a program would, of course, vary according to the nature of the
plan, but the following are illustrative of the most important developments to be
programmed in support of a complete plan:
I. Organization structure.
2. Personnel — future requirements to meet
new and vacated positions, the selection
of replacements, their development, and
their motivation.
3. Physical facilities.
600
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6.
7.

Research and development programs.
Material supply.
Distributor and dealer organization.
Financial requirements and how to meet
them.
N.A. C.A. BULLETIN

The Program Won't Work Without Controls
There is a corollary to the third element in business planning. Along with
the establishment of plans, there must be provision for the systematic review of
progress and for the resulting formulation of corrective means in considerable
detail, in order to assure that controllable elements affecting the achievement of
plans and programs are not neglected and are not allowed to defeat the accomplishment of the objectives.
Although the manner in which progress towards objectives is monitored will
vary extensively among companies, according to the nature of their business, the
structure of the planning and the composition of the objectives, it may be said
that, as a general principle, a review of progress at least annually, and prefer
ably semi - annually, is advisable. These reviews will indicate the need for more
aggressive action or for the modification of the plans, themselves. They may, in
fact, reveal the need for revision of the basic objectives originally established.
More often, resulting action will be directed towards the improvement of the
program in support of the objectives, including principally the following:
I. Review of lines to assure that they are
competitive as to design, styling, price
and coverage.
2. Revision of manufacturing arrangements
in terms of facilities, equipment, layout,

or processes to achieve better quality
and lower cost.
3. Distributor and dealer organizations, sales
organization, promotion and advertising.

A "Rolling" Five -Year Plan; Rely on Trend (Not Cycle) Analysis
To this point the contents of this paper have dealt primarily with the purposes and nature of long -term planning. The planning technique employed is
perhaps of equal importance. I am not referring, in this connection, to the
mechanics of planning. Techniques are a higher -level topic than mechanics or
procedures. Some planning, in spite of the best underlying intentions, is wrecked
or badly damaged by techniques which have not been thoughtfully and carefully
crystallized.
The length of the future period for which long -term plans should be made is
a technical factor of the first magnitude. It seems to me that, as a general rule,
future planning is most soundly approached on the basis of a five -year projection.
Less than five years provides too short a period of time for accomplishing the
underlying groundwork to achieve the planned objectives. A longer period may
result in a serious case of eye strain for those who are charged with contemplating the crystal ball.
Plans without a high degree of flexibility run a great risk of subsequent
abandonment. It is a practical impossibility to design even a five -year pattern
and the resolve to stick by it through hell and high water (both of which ocJ A N U A R Y , 1953
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currences will probably be experienced in the course of the period). Of course,
you can do it but you may look a little foolish trying. How would you like to
be operating today, in your business, on a plan that was set up in January 1947,
without revision in the meantime? Figuratively, long -term plans should be
written in pencil rather in ink. Specifically, plans should be regularly revised
every year, with each revision embracing the five subsequent years and reflecting
new circumstances and conditions, thus providing a rolling five -year plan based
on up -to -date information and estimates.
Another technical question is whether to project goals and other elements of
plans on a trend or a cyclical basis. I favor the former, i.e., projections following
normal trends without regard to cyclical fluctuations. In the first place, the prognostication of yearly economic fluctuations is a function of the most hazardous
species. Trend forecasting is difficult but I am convinced that trend projections,
on the whole, have been vastly more accurate than guesses as to cyclical swings.
Fortune magazine recently displayed a mortality table of the cyclical predictions
of professional economists. It revealed a high correlation between forecast and
prediction —but in reverse. And yet, if you examine the more soundly based
long -term forecasts in recent years, taking for examples national product, electrical energy and steel production, the correlation, while by no means perfect, is
not of the reciprocal type.
My second reason for favoring the trend basis of planning is that the longterm development of a business should be geared to long -term movements and
should not be governed by guesses as to short -term swings. Employment of the
latter procedure involves a company in the risk of being strategically whipsawed
and of losing its position in growing markets. The "trend" approach to planning accepts the fact that there will be periods (of a reasonably short duration,
it is hoped) when some plant capacity will be temporarily idle. But such an
approach recognizes that, if the alternative is to delay action in the face of reliable indicators of future market growth —to delay for "more favorable circumstances"— action should be taken.
In fact, it is more speculative to attempt to time long -term strategical development by cyclical guesswork as to the "right moment" than to move ahead sure footedly when the distant signal is clearly "green," at the same time assessing
the extent of the risks involved and reflecting this assessment in the long -term
plan by appropriate provisions for periods of retrenchment. Reasonable periods
of idle plant capacity are far less costly than the loss of basic competitive and
market status, the recapture of which may prove a crippling effort.
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The Use of Ratios in Business Planning
A great deal of attention has been devoted to the question of what are the
most pertinent bases for expressing objectives and measuring performance as
regards the profitability of a company's operation. While the choice of such a
basis is again dependent, to a large extent, upon the nature of an individual
business, the most accepted and appropriate performance ratios for most manufacturing companies appear to be these:
I. Net income to net sales billed.
2. Return on gross fixed assets.
3. Return on current assets.

4. Return on total assets, representing the
sum of gross fixed assets and current
assets.

Some explanation of these ratios is relevant, since the manner of computing
each is highly important, particularly if comparisons are to be made of operations
within a company, and between a company and others in the same line of business. In computing these ratios, net income after taxes is employed instead of
a before tax figure, for two reasons: ( 1 ) the only effective result of a company's
operations is the net amount remaining for reinvestment and dividends and (2)
it is past experience and the future expectation that, on a long -term basis, the
effect of changing tax rates on net income margins is not permanent. This statement would not apply to short -term projections or annual budgets, in which
cases sudden changes in tax rates have a direct and substantial effect on profits, as
in 1951 and 1952. But a fifteen -year comparison of tax rate trends and after -tax
corporation income ratios will quickly and convincingly confirm the fact that
taxes do not necessarily affect net income margins over the long pull.
The ratio of net income to plant investment is based on the gross fixed assets
figure, instead of the net amount remaining after depreciation, as a means of
injecting a rough adjustment factor to provide some equalization of facility
values of various divisions of a company or of comparable companies— between
those with old plants built at relatively low cost and those with new plants built
at high cost. By dealing with all plant values at their gross book value, the distortion of respective ratios of return on plan investment is minimized and it is
felt that the relative inefficiency of the older plants is compensated adequately
by their relatively lower gross value, without deduction of accrued depreciation.
The use of gross plant figures does not result in truly reliable comparisons, but,
unless a realistic basis for evaluation of plants on an appraisal basis is feasible,
it is the most practical approach available.
The key performance standard and measure is the ratio of return on total
assets. Some argue that return on net worth is preferable. The "total asset" basis
is preferred because it measures management in terms of profits returned on total
capital employed, without injecting consideration as to the sources of capital. A
JANUA RY, 1953
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"net worth" basis of measuring profit return is pertinent to a financial evaluation, but the "total asset" basis is the best for appraising management's basic
responsibility for earnings. I was interested to note that, in a recent survey of
practices in this regard among a representative group of large companies, the
measurement of return against total assets, with the fixed assets included at gross
value, was the predominant approach.
The four profit performance ratios which have been mentioned serve, not only
to establish objectives and to measure performance, but also to provide standards
for evaluating the desirability and value of a new or existing product line.
Application of these standards must reflect the fact that, because of inherent
characteristics, product lines will vary in their profitability ratios as between (1)
,'margin" of profit and (2) return on investment. Some lines with high margins produce a low return on investment, because "turnover" is low —that is,
the volume of sales in relation to capital employed. Other lines with moderate
margins are able to produce a good return on investment because of high turnover. Often heavy special - purpose machinery is in the first classification and
standardized mass production items (automobiles, refrigerators) in the second.
Nevertheless, the more significant of the two measures of profitability is return
on investment (rather than per cent profit to sales), since it evaluates a proposition in terms of the earnings generated by stockholders' investment, which in
turn influences the rate of dividends and the market price of the company's shares.
The key criterion as to a product line, therefore, should usually be the return
which it produces on its investment, expressed in terms of the ratio of profit on
total assets. The component ratios of return on fixed assets and on current assets, while helpful in analysis, are useful only in an auxiliary manner. Some
situations involve high fixed investments and low current assets, while others are
of the reverse type. The real measure is the return on total assets. From the
standpoint of risk, of course, situations requiring relatively greater current investment than fixed investment, are more attractive but only from the standpoint
of risks. Funds permanently required for working capital represent the employment of capital as truly as investment in plant and equipment, and a true gauge
of management's ability to return profits on investment must reflect all capital
employed, both fixed and current.
The use of existing price levels as a basis for projections is advocated because
of the difficulty of forecasting movements in the price level and because of the
complications and dangers inherent in attempting to make all of the various adjustments required in the relationships between price realization and costs incident to fluctuations in the value of the dollar. The use of current price levels
604
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provides a stable basis for making projections. The goals can be understood and
interpreted more readily by hinging them to current price levels, than otherwise.
Furthermore, with regular and frequent revisions of objectives, projections can
be adjusted to new price levels when these revisions are made. Then, too, if
major emphasis is placed on performance objectives in terms of ratios (per cent
market, per cent margin to sales, per cent return on investment), the problem
of varying price levels is not as acute as would be the case if the dollar objectives were stressed.
Preserving Initiative and Maintaining Direction
The direction of the planning process should be upward, not downward.
Planning cannot soundly be centralized. Specific plans should be developed by
those responsible for carrying them out within the framework of overall company objectives, policies and capabilities. In the description of the planning program to our organization, for instance, we have announced the following:
"The Westinghouse Planning Program is conducted under the ultimate control of the headquarters Management Committee, and with all basic objectives,
policies, programs and decisions subject to its concurrence and the approval of
the President. Division managements, assisted by their Planning Boards, develop divisional objectives and plans. The headquarters Planning Committee
formulates overall objectives, programs and policies with respect to the Company's development and assures company -wide coordination with them.
"The principal purpose in providing for Planning Boards for each division is
to implement a fundamental company management policy to further extend the
delegation of business decisions to the divisional level. This policy has been
generated by the growing complexity and size of the company, and by recognition of the fact that the flexibility, agility and profitability of the corporation
will benefit from the maximum practicable degree of decentralization of management policy- making, planning and action.
"One of the primary intentions influencing the design of the Westinghouse
Planning Program has been to create a framework of basic company objectives
and policies, within which division managements can plan and work, with
broader independence of action than is otherwise possible. Without such a
framework, greater centralized control of division activities is necessitated."
The thought expressed in the final sentences of the foregoing quotation is
worthy of stress. The relationship between adequate long -term planning and
certain organizational characteristics now receiving a widespread and intensive
emphasis — delegation and decentralization —is of greatest importance. The
benefits of attempting to spread initiative throughout the company cannot be
JANUARY, 1933
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soundly realized without the proper framework of plans which serve as the
guiding instrument to assist all concerned in the direction of their own efforts.
A sound and thorough program is an essential preparation to delegation and
decentralization. Attempting to achieve these organizational ends without the
availability of detailed and well- understood plans, will inevitably result in confusion, conflicting efforts and working at cross purposes internally.

Good Planning is Required of Good Management
Many contend that the difficulty of predicting the future obviates all opportunity for laying long -term plans for the future. In fact, a recent study reflects
this quite prevalent point of view among companies. It is true that we live in
uncertain times —the most uncertain that any generation of businessmen has
ever experienced —but to ignore planning for this reason is, in effect, to decide to
quit the race. Not to plan is not to look ahead, and not to look ahead is retirement. The uncertainty of tomorrow is no license to management to forget about
tomorrow. It would be like saying that rising labor rates justify ignoring manufacturing costs. One of the principal functions of management is to plan ahead.
Simply because the clouded horizon makes this a difficult process is no excuse
for complete default.
The answer lies in flexibility of the same type that military plans must possess,
so that incorrect assumptions and unpredicted developments do not destroy the
eventual execution of a planned operation. Flexibility in planning is achieved
by frequent revision of plans and by a knowledge of what alternative courses of
action must be taken to meet the requirements of temporary interim developments, without abandoning the basic long -term program. In other words there
is required employment of quick tactical footwork within the structure of the
broader strategical plan.
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Cost Controls for the Road Ahead
by STANLEY I BRONNER
Assistant Vice - President and Assistant Controller, Bridgeport Bross Co., Bridgeport, Conn.

The industrial accounting task of the decade, it is made plain by the
present article, is to improve the character and application of known
tools of management control, which have been developed to a high
degree of effectiveness in past years but require constant adaptation and
adjustment to serve the needs which obtain today.

had opportunity to deal at first hand
D with many of the commonly usedI have
tools of control which include budgeting,
U RI N G T HE PAST T WE NT Y YE ARS

standard costs, cost accounting, key -man bonus plans, job evaluation, time study,
motion study, methods analysis, incentive pay plans, etc. Under certain circumstances, I have seen each develop into the management aid it was intended to be.
The difference between success and failure of a given plan, as applied to a
given situation to which the plan was applicable, has been in its administration.
There is nothing new on the horizon in the way of new cost control techniques
which would either supplement or replace one or more of the known control
methods. There is, therefore, the job of making those which we now have more
useful and more effective. I believe that the value of these controls must be reappraised in the light of present -day conditions and in the light of conditions
we may expect to prevail during the present decade. It is on this thought that
the article proceeds. Emphasis must be placed on:
I. Finding the spots where cost controls of
one form or another may be profitably
applied.

2. Doing a better job of administration
with the controls already in use.

Economic Prospects — What's on the Horizon?
I am not trying to predict what will happen in the future. I subscribe to that
school of business thinking which considers the future to hold so many variables
and imponderables that it can be evaluated only in general terms of broad
measurements and long -term trends. This school makes no attempt to predict
with finality that there will or will not be a war or that a major depression is
in sight in "X" number of years or that we will never witness another major
depression. To say that the index of industrial production will rise or fall a
given number of points is the kind of prediction I would refer to more qualified
students of economics.
However, we all recognize that, in the course of our daily business lives, deJANUA RY, 1953
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cisions must be made, taking into account what it is reasonable to assume may
happen within the period affected by our decisions — keeping in mind, however, a
flexible attitude and one which will permit us to quickly change our plans when
a new set of assumptions is evidently justified. There is set forth in the paragraphs immediately below what I believe to be a good set of working assumptions for the next few years in considering cost controls as aids to management.
The population increase in this decade and the shift in age groups is having
a dynamic effect upon the volume of business we do, upon the kind of business
we do and upon the cost of producing and selling this business. Important population studies released in the last two years would seem to bear this out. One is
the Peter F. Drucker report appearing in the May 1951 issue of the Harvard
Business Review. The other is the Lionel D. Edie report, first released in 1950
and since revised. Both of these reports concur in the estimate that by 1960 the
population of the United States will aggregate over 170,000,000.
A few figures from these popluation studies will serve to provide some
measure of the impact of this tremendous population change on our economy.
In the twenty -year period from 1940 to 1960, total population increase will be
in the neighborhood of thirty per cent. The increase in the age groups that
might be classified as the pre - school and school ages, i.e., up to and including
nineteen years of age, is expected to be in the neighborhood of thirty -five per
cent. The increase in the age group of sixty and over is estimated at sixty-three
per cent. The total working force age group is expected to increase only seventeen per cent.
However, an actual decrease of three per cent to five per cent is anticipated
in that part of the "working force" age group which ranges from twenty to
thirty years of age. This is the part from which we get our new entrees into
the labor market. When we remove the numbers of men and women who may
be required for military purposes from the "working force group," we can see
that the net new industrial working force may actually shrink. The probability
is that employers will be competing against each other in the labor market and
there will be a strong incentive for greater mechanization. Continually higher
labor rates per hour might well be expected under these conditions if general
business continues at a relatively high level of activity.
There is evident an underlying long -term inflationary trend which is supported
by the pressure on labor rates, as explained above, and is also supported by
what we might even call the "legislated" wage rate and higher old -age benefit
and unemployment insurance costs and increasing demands for fringe benefits.
Continuing high taxes in order to support the defense program to which we
608
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now seem committed, will exert further inflationary pressure. These pressures
will have their reflection in higher production and distribution costs.
Time to Take Stock of Controls
In the face of these conditions, management will be seeking the aid of every
cost control which can be applied, in an attempt to offset the increase in cost
by forces over which management has no control. This article will outline
three major steps applicable to the thinking of all management personnel and
three further steps of especial pertinence to accountants, which might well
be considered at this time to prepare the organization for what may be ahead.
Resell Costs and Budgets to the Line Organization
Since 1946, in many cases, there has been evidence of a growing resentment
toward these types of cost controls where they have operated to exert pressure
on department heads and other operating people. I think there are several basic
reasons for this tendency.
In the first place, the end purposes of these controls have not been clearly
understood and, in the second, without our fully realizing it, the psychological reaction to the process of continuously tightening the controls has militated against their advantageous use. Specifically, I find foremen and operating people building up defenses against what they consider to be an unfair
advantage on the part of the people who administer the controls, because the
latter, in many cases, have not taken the trouble to maintain a close relationship
with the operating heads. Many foremen think that their problems are not
understood by the people up in the "glass tower" and I have no doubt that,
in many instances, they are right.
Also like all other systems and procedures, standard costs and budgetary
controls have often been assumed to be automatic in their operation. Usually,
procedure- minded people are inclined to think that the problem is solved when
the procedure is set. To use a catch phrase, they are inclined to "walk away
and leave it run." This is a weakness in the administration of the controls
and permits them to get out of line.
I think that there are several ways in which management can improve the
administration of controls and overcome these difficulties. I would like to suggest approaching the problem of cost control through overall company profit
improvement rather than expense cutting in particular areas. The profit approach
gives objectivity to the part which each department head plays in making
a contribution towards achieving the goal. It promotes team spirit rather than
JANUA RY, 1953
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managerial

selfish interest. It is a recognition on the part of the top management that the
job of cost control and profit improvement cannot be the responsibility of one
individual or a small group of "brass hats." Rather it has to be the concern of
everyone in the management organization.
Another important point which I would like to emphasize in connection with
the improvement of the administration of these cost controls is that of cooperation between the operating heads and the accounting department in setting
them up. The person or persons whose performance is to be measured by the
budgets or standard costs should be a party to setting up the allowances and
standards. They should be given the full opportunity of expressing their own
opinions as to the amount of the allowance and in setting the standard. If a
meeting of the minds between the accounting department and the operating
department cannot be reached, the department head should have the feeling
that he is free to present his case at a higher level.
In my opinion there is nothing more detrimental to the operation of this
type of cost control than failing to give the department head a voice in setting
his standard. We should remember that a department head who is operating on
budgets and standard costs soon begins to realize that the degree of success
which he has reached in managing his department is being measured by what
is shown in the comparison between the actual cost and the standard. If he
has a voice in setting the standard and if he feels confident that the controllers
have a sympathetic understanding of his problem and, furthermore, if he knows
that a reasonable adjustment to his performance standard may be made when
things go wrong, he will give the utmost in his effort to make his contribution
to the profit goal of the company or the unit of which he is a part.
Another point relates partly to the manner of keeping standards and budgets
up -to -date. Many companies operate on fixed profit budgets and on fixed
expense budgets and have adhered to the policy that, once a standard is set,
it will not be changed more frequently than (say) once per year. I believe
that budgets and standards should be changed as frequently as is necessary to
insure that these controls can continue to function as measurements of performance. When the conditions or assumptions upon which they have been
based (usually these are beyond the control of the local operating management)
have changed to the extent that the standards have lost their value, they should
be replaced by new ones. In this connection the cause of this frequently made
mistake is in placing the accounting use of standards, i.e., cost reporting, ahead
of the
use in importance. The accounting requirements can easily
be met by other means if necessary—at least for the interim statements.
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Re- examine Cost Controls Which Relate to Workers
A second category of cost controls relates more to workers. These include
workers' incentive plans, job evaluations, job analyses, motion studies and other
techniques in this same category, which must be critically re- examined now to
insure their maximum effectiveness.
Among the many responsibilities to workers, management is concerned with
four fundamental problems:

available.

job

3. To provide the opportunity to the individual to earn more as he works harder

and increases his productivity on a given
job.
4. To provide to the ambitious individual,
as he improves his skill, the opportunity
to progress to another job when such a
becomes

I. To establish a fair day's work.
2. To determine a fair day's pay.

In my own observation, management at this time could well afford to spend
the money and effort needed to re- examine the controls in this category and
make sure they have been properly applied and are operating to their full effectiveness. I think there is a challenge to management ingenuity in these areas.
job measurement and incentive pay have been largely confined to only certain
jobs and certain workers in industrial plants. Ways and means should be developed to broaden the coverage of these plans, so that more of the workers
within the plants will come under these controls and will, in turn, benefit
from them.
Also, in some cases, existing plants have been permitted to run without
proper check and have become weak and the target of ridicule by the workers.
Where this has occurred, incentive pay plans may become worth less than
nothing, because they become the source of grievances and lead to troubles
which manifest themselves in worker unrest having nothing to do directly with
the pay plans.
In this same connection, there is also the challenge to management to develop
plans which are more simple and readily understood by the workers, as well as by
the first line of supervision. Some incentive plans and job progression plans,
all forms of cost control, have become so complex that they have ceased to be
the beneficial aid to management which they should. This is particularly true
where, because of the lack of understanding, plans are regarded with suspicion
and distrust. Simplification is part of the answer and doing a proper selling
job to presently employed workers and a proper job of indoctrination to new
workers is the other part of the answer.
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Revitalize Other Forms of Cost Control Activities
Like many other systems and procedures after they have been in use for a
long time, cost control and reduction techniques confined to a more specialized
activity, require attention. For example, preventative maintenance procedures
have often through the years settled down to primarily a system of routine
check and inspection by workers who have other responsibilities as well. Maintenance foremen, due to turnover and due to pressure of other matters, may not
be paying as much attention to this important means of controlling maintenance
costs as it deserves.
I suggest that management consider the appointment of a special committee
consisting of operating, engineering, and accounting people, depending on the
size of the problem, to investigate the adequacy of the present plan. It will be
found that many new questions and many new slants on the problem will be
raised, which may lead to cost reduction through better controls. The committee may well find that it will pay to engage the help of outside consultants, some
of which have specialized in this field of maintenance cost reduction.
I would make similar recommendations as a means of reviewing the adequacy and effectiveness of the suggestion awards procedure. This procedure can
be a real aid to management in reducing and controlling costs as well as stimulating worker interest and improving morale. Are the suggestions promptly
investigated? Are awards promptly paid and publicized? Are awards adequate,
so that they do not become the objects of joking?
Through Accounting Eyes
Up to this point in our discussion, we have dealt with the problem of cost
controls primarily from the managerial point of view. I would now like to discuss several points of more direct interest to the accountant. The observation
has already been made that, to obtain the maximum benefit from cost controls
for the purposes of profit improvement, the program must have the help and
support of every person on the management team. The industrial accountant
can assist management in achieving this end in three particular ways now to
be described.
Disseminate More Information to the Management Team
It seems to me that, if we expect the cost controls about which we have
been talking, to do the job of profit improvement (which, in the final analysis,
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can be the only justification for their existence), the people who are being
asked to abide by these controls are entitled to understand why and to be shown
what progress their contributions are making in achieving the end objectives of
the company.
I think the time has come when more and more industrial managements are
recognizing this principle and are getting away from the idea that operating
results and financial reporting are information of an extremely confidential
nature and, therefore, to be made available to only a select few. When I make
this observation, I do so with the realization that there may be circumstances
in which a completely free distribution and dissemination of this kind of
information may not be to the best interests of a particular company. However,
where such circumstances are not present, the benefits to be gained by opening
up the books and making known the contents, will more than pay for the effort
in the form of good will, promotion of the team spirit, and the acceptance of
cost controls.
In order to accomplish the dissemination of operating results, many companies have organized formal committees. These committees are composed of
representatives at management levels, each group made up of individuals with
approximately the same responsibilities and interests. Examples are foreman
groups, committees formed of heads of the staff departments, etc. Regular reportings are made to these groups each month. Figures are discussed freely
and graphic presentation is frequently employed.
Fit Reports of Operating Results to Management Requirements
This means developing the kind of profit reporting which is the most understandable and the most acceptable to the management groups which are to use
the reports. It is my impression that more companies today are adopting a
system of profit reporting which is designed to fit into the organizational setup.
Where business organization is divisionalized, there is an attempt to make a
complete profit and loss accounting unit of each major product division or organizational division. This is in keeping with the tendency in the larger industrial organizations to get away from the strictly functional type of management
and develop smaller self - contained and more readily manageable units. When a
profit reporting scheme is set up on this basis, a number of problems are usually
encountered. I would like to suggest a few principles that might be useful as a
guide in solving them:
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I. The form of the statement should be as
simple as possible and contain only those
classifications of income and outgo which
are pertinent to the managerial use of
the statement. For example, if only the
figure of net sales is significant, there is
no need to follow the usual accounting
practice and show the detail of gross
sales, returns and allowances, etc. Similarly, it might be desirable, under certain circumstances, to lump all commercial expenses, without showing the detail
of selling, advertising, general and administrative, etc. This would be particularly true where a common selling and
accounting organization is employed to
service two or more divisional units for
which separate profit reporting is made.
2. W here there is a profit and loss reporting set -up by divisions and where common service departments render assistance and service to such units, arbitrary
prorations of the cost of such services
should be avoided as much as possible.
Arbitrary prorations can lead to charging one division a higher amount in one
month than in another, with no commensurate change in the amount of service received. I have seen cases in which
practices of this kind result in very
noticeable distortions to the figures. The
reaction on the part of the responsible
heads of the organizational unit affected
is to become distrustful of the figures.
The answer to the problem must be
found in the principle that each division

must stand on its own. It must not benefit or be burdened with what happens
in another division.
3. It is my opinion that, wherever possible,
cost of sales should contain the same
basis of charges on which the prices of
billed goods have been established or
the same basis upon which the budgeted
sales and cost of sales have been determined. My reason for advocating this
is to promote better understanding of
the gross margin of profit and the gross
margin of profit percentage. These two
figures should provide some measure of
the effect upon profits of the changing
pattern of sales and the changing volume
of sales. Again wherever possible, standard costs should be used to cost shipments.
4. Variations of actual costs from these
standards should be presented as additions or reductions to standard profit
margins. Even where the "lifo" method
of inventory valuation is employed, and
where the current market on materials
may be higher or lower than the budgeted standards, or the basis upon which
these costs are reflected in the prices of
the finished products, such differences
should not be permitted to distort gross
margin reporting. Variations in costs
caused strictly by accounting practices
should, in my opinion, be shown on a
separate line on the profit and loss
statement.

Adapt the Chart of Accounts to Current Needs
Cost controls through the use of budgets and standards require an accounting classification of expenditures which is adequate in detail and dear as to
responsibility. The chart of accounts should incorporate a system of expense
accounting classification which meets definite specifications.
The name of the account should be simple and it should clearly convey the
purpose for which it is intended. The account should contain charges or credits
only from one basic source of information, e.g., a sub - account for expense
accumulation should contain only charges originating in the weekly salary or
monthly salary payrolls, or those which originate in purchases or in the accruals. There should be a clear -cut distinction between direct charges and indirect
charges. Direct charges may be said to be those which originate or appear in
the basic data or cost information of the department to which they will finally
be charged. In contrast, indirect charges are redistributed from other departments or accounts.
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Expenses should be accumulated at the lowest level of management responsibility. This is in keeping with the principle that a department should be
charged with only the expense over which it has direct control. The number
of accounting classifications which appear on an expense budget report for the
purposes of expenditure controls should be as few in number as will permit an
intelligent interpretation of the charges therein contained. However, the accounting classification system should accommodate further detailed information
in the basic records, to make possible further analysis if so desired.
Readiness Is A Requirement
The decade of the fifties is likely to see a continuation of the great profit
squeeze. If these conditions prevail, management will be seeking all possible
help to protect and improve the industrial profit showing. This seems to me to
be vital to national as well as to international interests, and calls for cost
control.
Cost controls are not procedures which, once installed, can be left to run by
themselves. Their successful application depends upon how well they are kept
up -to -date and how well they are administered. Accountants must look upon
cost controls in a much broader sense than just keeping expenditures within
bounds. A whole new concept is required to meet the situation as we now see
it. This concept includes such things as reorganization, greater mechanization
—both in the shop and in the office —the improvement in the administration
of cost controls, and organization unit profit accounting. Industrial engineers
should bend their efforts towards simplifying and improving production incentive plans and extending coverage to more industrial workers.
Now is the time to do the investigating and experimenting with new or
improved techniques of control, for the same reason that it is currently expedient to research and develop new products. In the event that the defense program suddenly runs out, business management should be well prepared with
plans for the action which will then be required. The investigation work to
be done now might well include bringing in competent outside consultants.
The job of profit improvement is not a one -man job. It can best be accomplished by the help of everyone on the management team and by the cooperation of the workers.
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_Cost Reduction —Prescription For
Tomorrow's Profits
by ALWYN M. HARTOGENSIS
Chief Methods Consultant, Ebasco Services Incorporated, New York, N. Y.

The heart of this article is an outline and checklist which, in line
with the text, exemplifies principles and embodies many of the particulars of a cost reduction program. In the text, also, occur many
significant comments on the organization of such a program and desirable points of emphasis.

have already achieved such
T operating economy that an aggressive, which
fully- integrated, well - planned and
HE RE

PROBABLY ARE FE W COM PAN I E S

well- organized program will not be productive of worthwhile savings. Such a
program should be planned on a continuing basis. It may be expected to save
much more than its cost during the very first year of its operation. In fact, the
largest savings should be realized during this period and, once established, the
cost of its continuation should be relatively small. If interest is thus kept alive,
subsequent savings should be not inconsiderable.
Why Cost Reduction?
It is not difficult to see the "why" of cost reduction. There are two measurement factors in business success, price and cost. Other factors, including management, human relations, etc., are measured, with respect to their aggregate
effectiveness, by these two factors.
Price often is determined by the market or by other forces outside of management control. To the extent that management can establish price, the price
established usually has direct effect on volume, which in turn affects cost. Price
seldom, if ever, can be controlled independently of volume and cost. The latter,
in a very broad sense, not only determines profit, but it also determines the size
of the amount to be shared by investors, employees, customers — and even
vendors, in some cases.
In this light, cost reduction is a change from ineffective to effective spending,
from waste to conservation. Savings from cost reduction can be used to provide:
I. Capital for expansion or for modernization and mechanization, to snowball into
still more cost reduction.

3. Higher salaries and wages to employees,
directly or through incentive payments
4. Lower prices to customers.

2. Larger dividends to stockholders.

5. Improved quality or product or service.

Vendors may benefit, either by reason of greater volume or because of the
purchase of better quality materials in connection with product improvement.
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Regardless of how the savings are shared, management and investors must
benefit. Each of the possibilities enumerated above will improve the soundness
and stability of the business. It will help to solve some of the ever - recurring
problems of management. Therefore, cost reduction is not only desirable, but
it usually is essential if the competitive position of the company is to be preserved.
Who Can Reduce Costs?
The board of directors, the president, the treasurer, the controller, and the
purchasing agent can do relatively little to reduce costs effectively, but their
personal interest, encouragement, and leadership are necessary for the success of
any program of cost reduction. This is because the supervisors below them tend
to concentrate efforts in areas in which they receive the greatest pressure, including areas in which the "boss" shows the greatest interest. Therefore, if the
interest of top management in cost reduction is not sustained and active, the
interests of executives and supervisors below, will be entirely absorbed in the
more pressing daily problems, to the exclusion of efforts at cost reduction. The
interests of the rank - and -file naturally follow those of their supervisors.
Since expenditures are requested, authorized, and incurred by people, only
people charged with responsibility for an expenditure, or for an operation which
requires an expenditure, can eliminate or reduce it. Responsibility for each
expenditure must be placed clearly, whether such responsibility is placed high
or low in the organization. Every individual in the organization who carries any
responsibility for getting work done, directly or indirectly, can help to reduce
costs. In most respects, those who are closest to actual performance of the work
can accomplish more than those in higher echelons of management who are more
remote or whose responsibilities encompass a broader area. Know -how departments, such as planning, engineering, methods, production scheduling, and
quality control, often can help substantially. Clarification or revision of the
organization structure may be necessary in order to establish clearly and effectively the responsibility for reduction of each group of costs.
What the Controller Can Do
Although cost control is not the same as cost reduction, cost control is essential
to realizing effective benefits from a program for cost reduction. For example,
expected savings from cost reduction changes should be reflected in standards
and budgets in order that the control reports may clearly indicate variances from
the objectives. The controller and his staff, who have responsibility for cost
control, have responsibility for cost reduction only in their respective departments. Cost control may be defined as the act of confining costs to a predetermined level which may be at or below or above the level of past costs.
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Analysis of cost and expense reports often will indicate where cost reduction
should be possible and where it is needed most urgently. In this way, the controller may help to guide the cost reduction program into the most lucrative
areas.
Organization of a Cost Reduction Program
Direction of the over -all program may be placed in the hands of an executive
who is equipped with personality, prestige, and know -how to plan and spearhead the program. He might function as a staff assistant to the president. He
should, if possible, devote a substantial portion of his time, possibly even full
time, to the program. He may need some clerical assistance and he will need
the close cooperation of the accounting department.
There may also be a planning or advisory board or committee, consisting of
representatives of the various divisions or departments of the company. The
function of this committee is to plan and advise with respect to the inception,
direction, and operation of the program. As a committee, it cannot be expected
to assume responsibility for the carrying -out of the program, but its members,
who have executive or supervisory status, will have individual responsibilities
for carrying out the program in their own fields.
Below this top planning group, the program is the responsibility of the
regular line group and the service departments' supervisory personnel. Cost
reduction is a regular function of operating management. The purpose of the
program is to provide encouragement and emphasis as to the importance of this
responsibility and to provide also guidance and instruction as to how it may
be discharged effectively.
Since an effective cost reduction program requires the cooperation and participation of the executives and employees of the company, it cannot be conducted
entirely by outside consultants if it is to be efficiently broad and deep enough to
secure maximum results. However, the use of competent consultants will contribute substantially to the effectiveness of a cost reduction program in providing:
I. Knowledge and experience in planning
and organizing the program.
2. Additional man -hours required to get it
started.
3.
objective viewpoint. (The employees
of the company may be handicapped by
self-interest
es o of apparent
int e or short -range
self- interest or the interests of an essociate.)

5. Extensive knowledge of the subject, based
on first -hand experience, with many variations in practice and in surrounding
conditions in other companies. Such
knowledge and experience can complement experience
effectively
the
and
ff
of intensive
companyknowledge
personnel
who are more familiar with the underlying reasons for their own present prac}ices.

6. Men who can bring up for discussion with
4. Specialized technical experience in a
top management questions of policy
matter in which none of the company
which the employees of the company
personnel have had adequate experience
might hesitate to discuss but which are
or training.
essential to the success of the program.
(Continued on page 623 following Exhibit)
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OUTLINE OF COVERAGE OF A COST REDUCTION PROGRAM FOR
MANUFACTURING OPERATIONS
I. PLANT MANAGEMENT
a. General
1. Organization
a) Departmentalization of manufacturing
b) Staff services
2. Procedures

S

b. Materials and purchased components costs
I. Inventory policy
2. Buy versus make
3. Effectivity of engineering changes
c. Production (dir ect) labor costs
I. Shifts and overtime work
2. Payroll overhead (fringe benefits, etc.)
(These provide an excellent example of the value of t he viewpoint of
the outside consultant. Because they are almost automatic and apparently non - controllable, they oft en are accepted without critical examination. The purpose of the review is not to reduce benefits to the
employees, but often it is possible to increase such benefits at the same
time, or even at less cost to the company.)
d. Other manufacturing expenditures
I. Traveling expenses
2. Memberships. subscriptions, etc.
3. Insurance
4. Property taxes
e. Capi tal expenditures
I . Review and evaluation
2. Authorization
3. Control
II. LINE SUPERINTENDENTS AND FOREMEN

a. General
I. Utilization of production equipment
(e Use
of proper
equipment
Machine
loading
(b�
2. Supervision of work
3. Training of employees
4. Enforcement of safe practices
b. Materials and purchased components costs
I. Yields in working raw materials
2. Reduction of spoilage
c. Production (di rec t) labor costs
I . Assignment of work to lowest competent grade
2. Productivity trends
(a) Meet ing standard performance
d. Other manufacturing expenditures
I. Care of equipment
2. Usage of operating supplies
3. Perishable tools
(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from preceding page)
III. PRODUCT DESIGN
a. General
I. Frequency and handling of engineering releases, changes and deviations
2. Salability of quality level
b. Materials and purchased components costs
I. Reduction of weight and material
2. Use of lowest costs materials
(a) Adequate substitutes
3. Dimensions to reduce waste and increase yield
4. Bills of materials and parts lists
c. Production (direct) labor costs
I. Design for simplicity of tooling
2. Design for simplicity of fabrication or machining
3. Design for simplicity of assembly or erection
4. Capability for specified tolerances
IV. PRODUCTION ENGINEERING
a. Tool engineering
I. Availabilitv— Degree of tooling program
2. Tool design — Simplification of tooling
3. Purchase versus manufacture
4. Tool storage and control
5. Tool maintenance and repair
6. Tool alterations
7. Tool salvage or disposal
b. Process and methods engineering
I. Improvement and simplification
(a) For fabrication or machining
(b) For assembly or erection
(c) For packing and shipping
2. Operation planning
c. Work measurement
I. Coverage by standards
1. Adequacy of standards
V. PRODUCTION SCHEDULING AND CONTROL
a. General
I. Organization
2. Procedure
3. Clerical work loads
4. Clerical and office mechanical equipment
5. Receiving facilities and operations
6. Shipping facilities and operations
7. Traffic
8. Storerooms
ja) Location
b) Arrangement
(c) Manpower requirements
(d) Operation
b. Materials and purchased components costs
I. Scrap
(a) Collection and handling
(b) Utilization or disposition
(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from preceding page)

C.

2. Substitute materials
3. Traffic routing
Production (direct) labor costs
1. Production shortages causing lost time
2. Off -line and non - scheduled work

d. Other manufacturing expenditures
I. Materials storage and handling
(a) Methods
(b) Utilization of materials handling equipment
2. Operating supplies
(a) Ordering practices and procedures
(b) Storage and handling
(c) Issuance
VI. PURCHASING

a. General
I. Procedures
2. Clerical work load
b. Materials and purchased components costs
I. Price negotiation
2. Sources of supply
3. Notification of production ordering or inventory control of.
(a) Required lead time
(b) Effect of quantity on cost
4. Overseeing work of subcontractors
c. Production (direct) labor costs
I. Expediting
d. Other manufacturing expenditures
I. Purchase of stationery, office supplies, and operating supplies
VII. PLANT ENGINEERING
a. General
I. Plant layout
b. Materials and labor costs
I. Availability of equipment
2. Suitability of equipment
3. Condition of equipment
c. Other manufacturing expenditures
I. Materials handling equipment
(a) Availability
b) Suitability
c) Condition
2. Operating supplies
(a) Selection and quality
3. Plant utilities
4. Plant housekeeping
5. Maintenance
(a) Organisation and supervision
(b) Records
(c) Equipment and tools
(Continued on next page)
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(Continued from preceding page)
(d) Procedure
i) Maintenance orders
ii Work assignment
(iii Inspection and testing of completed work
(iv) Work reports
(e) Program and planning
( i) Preventive maintenance
ii Inspection, lubrication, etc.
iii Breakdown maintenance

(f) Maintenance materials and supplies
i � Selection and ordering

I

i i Storage and handling
iii) Usage and control
d. Capital expenditures
1. Planning
2. Supervision and performance of construction or installation work

VIII. QUALIT Y CON T R OL
a. Organization and supervision
b. Equipment and equipment maintenance
c. Methods and procedure
I. Control points
2. Use of statistical charts
3.

Use o f sa m p li n g te c h n i q u e s

IX. PLANT ACCOUNTING AND PAYROLL
a.
b.
c.
d.

Organization
Equipment
Clerical work loads
Procedures
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Cost accounting
Budgets
Timekeeping
Payrolls and wage payment
Labor cost distribution
Voucher auditing
Control reports

8. General accounts
9. Fiscal functions (receipts, disbursements, and petty cash fund)
X. PLANT PERSONNEL AND SAFETY
a. Organization and functions
b. Hiring practices
c. Personnel records
d. W age rate ranges
e. Incentive compensation
f. Job improvement
I. Employee interest
2. W orking conditions
g. Safety
I. Accident experience and cost
2. Educational work
3. Safety equipment
4. Observance of rules

EXHIBIT 1
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will

Obviously some companies could not start or carry out an effective program
of cost reduction without outside help. Other companies will weigh the additional results which may be expected from such help, against its cost. Quite
often such help
be sought only in limited and specialized areas.
Coming to Grips with Cost Reduction
The first step in a cost reduction program, after its organization, is an analysis
of all expenditures against which cost reduction efforts will be directed. These
efforts might well be company -wide, including sales, administrative, and development and research costs, as well as manufacturing costs. Discussions and
examples here will be limited to manufacturing costs, in order to conserve space.
A real cost reduction program must be directed to outlays rather than to
accruals. For example, a reduction of the depreciation accrual would reduce
nominal or accounting costs of future periods, but provides no long run reduction of cost and, because of the reduced deduction for income taxes, might
actually increase future real costs. On the other hand, a reduction in capital
expenditures, if it can be made without sacrificing operating efficiency, will
reduce future fixed costs of depreciation, property taxes, and insurance and
possibly maintenance costs.
It is evident that many cases require an economic calculation. An investment
in more efficient or otherwise improved equipment will increase fixed costs,
which increase may or may not be offset by operating economies, improved
quality, and other benefits. All of these factors must be evaluated properly and,
with consideration also of the resources of the company, a decision must be made
as to whether or not the expenditure is warranted. In many cases the limited
resources of the company will require selection of projects offering the maximum
gain.
Probably the most important point in a cost reduction program (one on which
many such programs have failed) is that every cost is a product of two or more
factors, e.g., quantity and price or rate. The several factors are often controllable
by different sections of the organization. They cannot be reduced or controlled
completely by one division or department. The cost of raw materials and purchased parts and components, usually the largest single class of costs, is an
excellent example. As shown in the check -list displayed as Exhibit 1 (to be
commented upon in more particular), almost every department and section
must get into the act. Hence, while it is desirable to assign to various departments and sections of the company definite responsibility for the costs they are
expected to reduce, different departments will be assigned responsibility for different phases of the same class of costs.
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Often it is helpful to estimate and establish an objective for cost reduction.
At the inception of the program, a goal may be established for the first year of
operation of the program as a whole and for each executive and supervisor who
has responsibility for any phase of any class of costs. In setting goals for cost
reduction, careful judgment is needed. Some costs may be susceptible of substantial reduction, while others may be nearly untouchable. At the start of the
program, it may be difficult to decide whether any class or group of costs contains a potential for reduction. An intelligent guess should be made. The
responsible supervisor cannot be held too closely to attaining the reduction
attempted but, whether or not it is attained (it might be surpassed), the establishment of an objective is desirable and normally will lead to greater savings
than otherwise.
A good suggestion system is an excellent means of sustaining the interest
of the rank -and -file in cost reduction. However, if a suggestion system is to be
inaugurated, it should be instituted after, rather than before, the first few
months of a cost reduction program. Otherwise, substantial sums may be paid
for obvious suggestions concerning matters which should have been remedied
by management long before. After this cream has been skimmed, interest may
wane.
Outline and Check -List for Cost Reduction in Manufacturing
It will have been concluded by now that the problems of cost reduction
encompass the entire fields of policy, administration, economics, technology,
and human motivation. The processes of cost reduction demand initiative, resourcefulness, imagination, judgment, and experience. No article on the subject
can provide these requirements.
The most helpful guide which can be furnished in an article of this scope
is an analysis of the problems, which points out the areas in which examination,
aided by the know -how and other qualities of performance, should lead to
substantial reduction of costs. The analysis given in Exhibit 1 is in the form
of an outline and check -list. In order that it may be of maximum practical use,
it is arranged in order of:
I. Responsibility.
2. Class of costs.

3. Areas for examina +ion.

The outline and check- list, as previously stated, is confined to manufacturing
costs. A corresponding outline can be prepared for administrative, sales, development, and all other classes of costs.
In arranging the list by responsibilities, a particular plan of organization had
to be assumed, which will not fit all companies. Therefore, representatives of
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an individual company planning a cost reduction program should examine the
list carefully or with this in mind and may have to rearrange some items to fit
the company's own plan of organization.
The First Year —and Afterwards
Control of the cost reduction program may be incorporated in the regular
procedures for cost and budgetary control, provided that adequate and effective
procedures exist. When a cost reducing action is authorized or a cost reducing
policy is adopted, appropriate adjustment of standards, budgets, and forecasts
should be made. The budget adjustment is necessary to determine to what extent
the expected savings fail to materialize. These will be found by analysis of
variances.
For the first year, total goals for the year for each responsibility should be set.
It would be well to have all cost reduction suggestions reviewed and evaluated
by the program committee, previously suggested, before they are placed in effect.
The committee can then arrange to accumulate estimated savings for each division, department, section, etc. (i.e., responsibility) against its goal.
This approach to the goal for each responsibility can be publicized, weekly
or monthly, and can be made as exciting as a horse race. If it is desired to
award prizes or bonuses for accomplishment, it will be more equitable to base
them, at least in part, on percentage of savings actually realized over a six- or
twelve -month period, rather than on the amount of cost reduction estimated on
the basis of approved changes and rather than on the percentage of initial goal
realized. The initial goal assigned can be only a very rough estimate and savings estimated on the basis of plans often fail to materialize.
Interest in cost reduction should be sustained during subsequent years. As indicated earlier, the interest of nonsupervisory (and in some companies, of supervisory) employees can be sustained by an employee suggestion system. However,
apart from the question of incentives, interest of top management and of those
charged with planning and coordinating the program must continue.
When the budget for each year is being considered, new goals for cost reduction should be set, by responsibility. These goals should be based on realistic
estimates of potential and practicable results. A company with a hard - boiled
management approach might actually incorporate these cost reduction goals into
the new budgets. It would seem preferable, because of the flimsy basis for such
estimates, to keep them aside to be used to measure progress in cost reduction
and to adjust budgets only when specific steps are found, approved, and presumably placed into effect. Only at this time can the effectivity date of expected
savings be estimated with any accuracy.
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When is Cost Reduction Successful?
A determined, systematic, and soundly - planned program for cost reduction is
necessary for business health. Such a program must have the interest and support of top - management and, to be effective, it must also have the active participation of the entire personnel of the company. Control is a necessary adjunct
of a successful cost reduction program, but cost reduction is not the same as cost
control. A cost reduction program should be directed to expenditures in -themaking, rather than to accrued expenses. The latter result from the former.
From the standpoint of cost reduction, costs are very complex. Many segments of the organization exert influence on one class of costs through all departments. Labor costs, for example, are influenced by plant layout, equipment,
tooling, methods and processes, and a substantial number of other factors beyond the immediate responsibility or control of the department foreman. In
short, although responsibility for cost reduction must be delegated and assigned,
various phases of any class of costs may be assignable to different departments.
Assigning the cost of materials and supplies entirely to purchasing department
for cost reduction (as the writer saw one company attempt) would be futile.
Cost reduction is successful when costs are actually reduced as shown by historical records, and not when they are planned. The budget adjustment for
expected cost reduction savings and the subsequent budget comparison report
are the most effective means of insuring that costs will be reduced as planned.
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Better Administration Through Better Methods
by WAYNE C. MARKS
Vice President and Controller, General Foods Corporation, New York, N. Y

More and more it has come to pass in American business that ad-

ministration is not a matter of confronting associates and subordinates
with instructions and encouragement in person but, in the interests
of uniformity and ef%ciency, using paperwork channels for the same
results. If administration i t largely embodied in methods and procedures, as the present author indicates, his further comments as to
the place and conduct of methods work assume a high degree of
relevance when the goal of management i t effective administration.

consists of people working together toward the
A common objective of making
a profit. The principal task in any function of
BUSINESS ORGAN I ZAT ION

a business is administration. Even in a moderate size business, it is a problem
to coordinate the activities of all employees, each busy with his appointed task,
so that goods are produced, sales are made, records kept, control is exercised and
a profit results. As a business gets larger, its organization increases in complexity. More people are involved. There is more specialization. Coordination of
these many activities becomes the major factor in administration. This is true in
selling, research, accounting and engineering.
So long as the business stays small, each supervisor is quite properly expected
to work out the method of getting his work done. Coordination is largely the
result of trial and error. With smaller groups less is required. As conditions
change and as the business grows, administrative difficulties develop. If the approach to administrative problems has been hit or miss, piecemeal changes and a
patchwork system results, a system created to .fit the immediate need. This is
obviously costly and inefficient. Competition is keen and getting keener. A
management cannot keep up with it if handicapped by inadequate and costly
administrative methods.
Corporate Health —and Methods Work
Why cannot each supervisor be his own methods man? To ask a supervisor
to find out what is wrong with his own shop is somewhat like trying to diagnose
your own aches and pains. There is a tendency to consider only the obvious, to
treat the symptoms instead of the causes. What the individual needs when he
has a continuing ache or pain is a good doctor. What the business with administrative problems needs is a skilled methods and procedures man.
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Corporate organization, like the human body, is a complex mechanism. Like
the human body, the corporate body is subject to illness attributable to outside
factors. General economic conditions, government controls and actions, and
unusual competition may all have their effect. If its general health is good, the
business will no doubt survive, just as most people get over pneumonia or one
of the contagious diseases. Like the human body, too, the corporate body is subject to ills arising from within. There may be hardening of the arteries, stiffening of the joints, failure of major organs to function properly. Remedies for
these conditions should not be left to chance.
It is necessary to keep the corporate body in tiptop shape in order to be ready
to meet the rough and tumble of the market place. This requires a health program for the business organization, just as individuals have a health program in
the form of an annual physical checkup. Good health in a business exists when
these conditions obtain:
I. Good products competitively priced.
2. Sound corporate policies.
3. A carefully thought -out plan of organization with clearly defined duties and
responsibilities.

4. Competent employees in all key positions.
5. A sound plan of administration and
control.

The last named factor, sound administration, is the main theme of this article.
I am completely convinced that methods, systems and procedures are the key to
sound administration. Procedures are literally the means by which business actions are initiated and controlled. Thus, procedures are the medium by which
management manages. Procedures are simply well thought out routines for getting things done in a prompt, consistent and orderly manner. Putting it another way, a well thought out procedure breaks down into four parts:
I. What do you desire to accomplish?
t. How, when and by whom is the plan of
action to be executed?

3. W hat are the criteria for evaluating performance?
4. How do the results compare with the
stated objective?

Unfortunately, as people get higher jobs, they show less concern for administrative methods. The top administrator likes to do his job in the same way he
runs his car, that is, keep his eye on the road ahead, his hand on the wheel and
his foot on the accelerator. He expects the car to function smoothly and get
him where he wants to go without trouble. He does not want to have to stop to
tinker with the machinery. Experience has shown that such a carefree approach
to administration is too costly and actually sometimes fatal. Just as the periodic
medical checkup pays off for the individual in warding off serious trouble, so
does a periodic review of methods and procedures pay off in maintaining the
general health and effectiveness of business administration.
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Engage and Hold the Confidence of Management
To organize a methods and procedures function, the first step is to make top
management aware of the need and the opportunity. Next comes positive agreement to back the methods and procedures function. Without this top management backing, you have very little chance to do an effective job because you are
going to be up against some of the deepest- rooted prejudices, ingrained thinking,
resistance to change and all of the other weaknesses of human nature.
Satisfied management is the best salesman for the methods and procedures
product. To repeat a point made at the start of this paper, the first objective
of any study is improving administration, getting people to work together more
easily and more effectively. Usually this can be accomplished at a lowered cost,
but lowered cost will not justify to management a bad operating answer. Build
acceptance clear to the bottom of the organization. The clerk operating under
the new procedure must feel that he has gained in the change. The supervisor
must recognize an improvement in his ability to get his job done. And so on,
up the line, there must be real evidence of improvement, not just words on a
report.
The importance of having management understand and agree to the basic
concept of the methods function cannot be stressed too much. Methods results
are dependent to a large extent upon such understanding and acceptance. Management support of the function is vital to its existence. From the top down, it
must be sold on the value of this function. There must be a willingness on the
part of management to give the methods organization a chance to show what it
can do and a willingness to take prompt action on its recommendations—assuming, of course, that such recommendations are sound.
Unfortunately for both themselves and their companies, many managements
still have reservations about what can be done. Even if top management accepts
the function, echelons of supervision under top management still have to be
convinced.
Place in the Organization; Size and Quality of Staff
just what do we expect from the methods and procedures team? How should
it fit into your organization? These questions must be answered before the function can be established. It is necessary to develop a concept of the methods and
procedures function to fit each organization. There is no one best answer. What
may work well in one type of organization, may fail miserably in another.
In some companies the methods and procedures function is considered a line
function, with responsibility for developing and installing all administrative
procedures. I do not believe in this approach, but it may well be effective in a
JANUA RY, 1953
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SEQUENCE OF STEPS FOR A METHODS STUDY
I. Determining the fundamental purpose of each unit in the organization and its
relation to other parts of the organization.
2. Determining whether each activity is consistent with the purpose of the organization.
3. Finding out the what, when, who, how, why and where of each activity and
questioning each.
4. Analyzing all facts in the light of management requirements, sound organization
principles and good employee relations, bringing to the problem the staff member's own experience and knowledge.
S. Reaching a conclusion and formulating a recommendation.
6. Presenting recommendations for management decision. (This step frequently
results in a lively discussion because there are always areas where judgment and
opinion are involved and differences must be reconciled. The step is also a
testing ground. Here the methods people show how good a job they have done
in building a sound proposal and management shows whether or not it is sincere
and ready to make a change. We expect our methods people to be able to
sell their ideas at the supervisory level, but we are ready to carry them up to
higher management levels, if necessary.)
7. Installing new and revised procedures on which agreement has been reached.
(,In installing a new system, line supervisors are responsible for installation and
for the administration of the new procedure. They have agreed to it and it is
their job. The job of the methods men is to work with the supervisors in the
initial stages, assisting in the training of personnel, coordinating with other areas
as required and helping with the many details that always arise in any new
procedure. The methods man gives moral as well as physical support to the
change. It is a virtual guaranty that, with line cooperation, the new procedure
will work. This attitude has helped overcome resistance to change, particularly
at lower supervisory levels where a major change involves a real "sweating
through" period until the new procedure is fully operating.)
EXHIBIT 1

functional type organization. It seems to me preferable for methods work to
be a staff function. Under this concept, line management has ultimate responsibility for the methods and procedures job, but the methods group is available to
line management to assist it in securing the most effective administration at the
lowest practicable cost (very seldom lowest possible cost).
In assisting line management and the line supervisor, the methods organization brings to the problem:
I. Time—Time to make a thorough analysis of all the facts, to investigate alternate methods and appraise their relative
merits. Freedom from daily operations
with which the supervisor is faced.
2. Knowledge of administrative techniques
—Study in solving administrative problems in many areas —a broad experience

which can be applied to a particular
problem. Specialized skills and training
in administrative techniques.
3. Objectivity —W ith no personal stake in
the results, recommendations can be
made strictly on the basis of the facts.
Possible to throw new light on a problem,
break away from tradition.

Having secured agreement on the methods concept for an organization, its
place on the organization chart is usually not too difficult to settle. It fits very
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logically into the controller's activities because the results of all operations and
most actions and decisions are ultimately reflected in dollars in the accounts presided over by the controller. Some companies place the function elsewhere and
this, too, may be quite proper. The most important thing is not where but,
rather, that the person to whom the function reports have a sympathetic understanding of and belief in the systems and procedures function. Without this,
nothing much will happen.
The size of methods and procedures staff is something which cannot be answered categorically. As a suggestion, start small and build soundly as the need
for the function is recognized and requests for help build up. It is better to have
a little too much business than to try to justify too large a staff.
Quality of personnel is the key. Without well - qualified people, one cannot
expect results. It is necessary to pay well for the right men. What kind of men
should be sought? Naturally, men are wanted who, through experience and
training, are thoroughly grounded in such things as principles of business organization, accounting in the broadest sense, policy and procedure writing, administrative methods, record keeping of all kinds, control reports, forms design
and specifications, clerical work measurement, office equipment applications,
filing, paper handling, office layout, and office services.
Methods staff members should also have a comprehensive knowledge which
will enable them to understand management problems and viewpoints in all
functions of business. Since they will be in the business of selling ideas, they
must also have qualifications which make for a good salesman. These include
tact, enthusiasm, ability to inspire confidence, and willingness to give others
credit for ideas. They must likewise have ability to clearly and concisely present
facts and recommendations to management, both in the written and spoken
word. They must be creative, resourceful, have initiative and good judgment.
Last, and most important of all, they must be able to really get along with people
—in all levels in a business. Without this ability, no one will ever be a successful procedures man. Do such men exist? Yet, but they are few in number.
Methods Work at General Foods
Let me outline how the methods function works in our company. Because it
is a staff function, it undertakes to review a system or procedure or study an administrative problem only at the request of line management. Management indicates it has a problem and asks for help in solving it. The director of methods
sits down with responsible management and finds out what seems to be the
problem and what areas are affected. Agreement is reached on the objectives
and scope of the study and the way in which the study will be carried out.
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DO'S OF METHODS WORK
I. Do program your work.
a. Initially, you should have a clear, complete agreement and understanding of
the scope of the job, with all levels of supervision. In setting out a description
of the job which you intend to do, try to define your terms clearly and to avoid
vague words, such as: coordination, clarification, utilization, etc. Try to define
your project in terms of specific physical things to be done. If this is not
possible immediately, do so as soon as you can.
b. Prepare progress reports and keep the affected supervision advised.
c. Be able to document all your recommendations.
d. Prepare operating manuals covering recommended procedures.
2. Do start each assignment with a review of the organization structure of whatever
department, division, or section you are studying, as the effectiveness of a business depends, first of all, on organization— cleancut delegation of authority and
responsibility— understood by all.
3. Do size up the men and women on the job and be aware of training needs.
Nothing worthwhile happens except through people —good people —so there
must be reasonably capable employees and, in particular, good supervision. Just
a better system will not get results if people are not adequate.
4. Do sell your recommendations. Any system can be sabotaged unless people want
it. Be sure to get the opinion of the people being studied and always put it in
writing. Don't avoid the fact that they disagree with you or try to ignore this
disagreement. Either bring them around to your way of thinking by convincing
them or, if this is not done, make it clearer just where lies the responsibility of
the decision to go ahead in face of this disagreement.
5. Do stay with an installation until everyone is trained and both you and they know
it will work. There is a big difference between theory and practice.
6. Do take all the time you need to be sure you are right before submitting recommendations.
7. Do give credit —more than many times is warranted. As well as giving credit
for good suggestions which you receive from other people, try also to find
reasons why your suggestions do not imply criticism of them. It will lessen antagonism. Be sure that you save faces in such a "deal" and that there is no one
who feels disregarded for not having recommended the right solution.
8. Do organize yourself to have as little waste time as possible. At best, good,
completed staff work takes time. I am always on guard when anyone says that
they are able, through brief observation or testing, to come up with the best
answer.
9. Do fry to clarify and get a common concept understood of the word "control."
Effective control must be tied to organization and people.

EXHIBIT 2

This is important. It is essential that methods people and the line people involved know why the study is being made and how it will be done. The line
organization involved understands that the methods people are working for
them to help them solve their problems. This removes the feeling that the
methods people are some kind of subversive organization specializing in criticism and making life miserable for honest hard - working people. We have put a
lot of stress on the advisory approach. If a study is made in one of our operating
divisions, we start by contacting the general manager and then going on down
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DON'TS OF EXHIBIT WORK
1. Don't think you should run the company. Many position descriptions of systems
and procedures men state that a methods man should keep abreast of all corporate policies and management decisions and actions. It's impossible[ That's
what management does.
2. Don't try to mastermind policies for functions belonging to other groups, such
as accounting, budgets, infernal auditing, etc.
3. Don't try to take credit if anyone else even suggested the germ of an idea you
were able to work out.
4. Don't make promises on either economies to be attained or time needed for
the job, which are based on too little information or on assumptions. You get
no extra credit if they come out right —they boomerang if you are wrong. I
would say that you should never estimate a savings or economy on a job until
you are so far along that it is impossible not to affain almost everything you
expect. Life is hard on prohpets and, while even a bare majority of correct guesses
might be a good average in some businesses (even as at roulette), it would
be ruinous in your job. It takes a long time to live down even one bad guess.
S. Don't underestimate the ideas of people on the job. They know intimate details
which will be helpful to you.
6. In setting up your new procedure, don't hand tailor it for people who will not
be there to do the job. If the group includes people of limited ability, make
provision for using them. Old John who is near retirement won't do the same
job as young George, but old John is there and a place will have to be made
for him. Leave room in your procedure for the people available.
7. Don't think you must recommend a different system or procedure on every job.
There will be cases when there are many advantages in no change. Unless
you are able to come up with significant economies or there are nonfinancial
benefits, let the system stay as it is.

EXHIBIT 3

the line organization concerned, so as to be sure everyone understands what it
is all about. We make sure that the general manager attends all of the various
meetings and says to his people that he asked for us and that he will keep track
of progress.
After the stage is set, the conduct of the study and formulation of recommendations is turned over to the methods man. He may handle an assignment alone
or have one or more others assigned to work with him, depending upon the
size of the job. A methods study involves, to some degree, the steps set forth
in Exhibit 1.
Because of our decentralized management, operating procedures are a local
management responsibility. There is considerable variation among our operating areas in the way in which instructions are handled. When our corporate
methods organization makes a comprehensive systems study, it has usually left
up to local personnel to prepare whatever written instructions are necessary to
fit in with their particular instruction setup. However, we do believe in written
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procedures and, in some instances in which local management has requested
us to do so, we have developed detailed instructions to serve in training personnel on new procedures.
Going Ahead to Better Administration
By way of dosing and summary, it seems to me most appropriate to draw
attention to Exhibits 2 and 3. They form a condensed statement of the more important "Do's" and "Don'ts" of methods work. They condense the points
which it has been the function of the text of this article to suggest.
One last word —big business is complex mainly because of size and the fact
that specialized functions are necessary. Accordingly, if there are present in
a business the elements of a clearly defined organization plan, good products
competitively priced, and competent employees in all key positions, then sound
administration is the key to a successful business. The key to sound administration is carefully thought out procedures which provide for control and for
getting things done in a prompt and orderly manner.
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Industrial Fund Accounting in the
Defense Department
by MELVIN K. ZUCKER
Assistant Director, Accounting Policy Division, Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Controller),
Washington, D. C.

Heralding the introduction, in conformity with the recent law, of
financing and operating methods for Defense Department owned industrial plants and installations, which resemble methods used by
management in private industry, the author of the present article
describes the substance of the new arrangement, identifies initial
applications as to type of operation, and indicates the short -run prospects for expansion of "industrial fund" accounting in the military
departments.

T

AX PAY E RS DOLLARS ARE BEING SAVED within the Department of Defense
through utilization of modern management techniques and cost accounting

methods in the operation of industrial- and commercial -type establishments of
the military departments. This program for improvement in operation and management control of industrial activities has brought about changes —so far as
these activities of the Defense Department are concerned —in the pattern for
government accounting and financing.

Legal Basis and Initial Applications
By legislation (Section 405 of Title IV, National Act of 1947, as amended),
the Secretary of Defense is authorized to more effectively control and account for
the cost of programs and work performed and to require the establishment of
working capital funds for the purpose of:
I. "financing inventories of such stores, supplies, materials, and equipment as he
may designate; and
2. "provi di ng working capital for such industrial -type activities, and for such com-

mercial -type activities as provide comman services within or among the departments and agencies of the Department of Defense, as he may designate."

Thus, within the Department of Defense, working capiial funds are divided
into two types which are called "stock funds" and "industrial funds," the former
to finance the acquisition of each category of common -use standard stocks and
the latter to finance industrial- and commercial -type activities. It is to the industrial fund that attention is primarily called in this article.
An industrial fund is simply a special type of revolving fund used to finance
the cost of operating an industrial- or commercial -type installation in the DeJANUARY , 1953
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partment of Defense. Industrial- and commercial -type activities include (among
others) shipyards, arsenals, clothing factories, repair and overhaul shops (aircraft, vehicles and equipment), printing plants and ocean transportation facilities. The industrial fund is used to finance the payment of operating costs as
well as investments in inventory and work -in- process (but not plant and equipment, discussed below). The fund is reimbursed, for the costs incurred, in the
prices charged for the products or services rendered to its customer agencies
pursuant to project orders similar to contracts with private industrial concerns.
That these costs and prices relate to intra- government transactions does not
lessen their importance. The concepts of and practices under usual appropriation accounting methods are inadequate to answer such fundamental questions
as the cost of a product or a service or whether the operating results of an
activity are good or bad. Industrial fund accounting is aimed at these objectives.
Moreover, the establishing of prices based on the cost of goods produced or
services rendered at industrial installations and having the customer agencies
budget their requirements on the basis of these prices, is one of the important
steps toward the development of a performance type budget for the Department
of Defense as a whole.
Each military department has a consolidated working capital fund known as
the Army Industrial Fund, Navy Industrial Fund and Air Force Industrial Fund,
respectively. Transfers to the funds to date have been from unexpended balances
of appropriations which would have otherwise lapsed to the "surplus fund" of
the Treasury.
Appropriations by Congress are the authority to draw Treasury cash. Annual
appropriations are generally available for obligation during only one fiscal
year. Disbursements are chargeable against the obligations created but may be
made within two years after the expiration of the obligational authority. At
the end of the two -year expenditure period, any balances of appropriations not
disbursed revert to the surplus fund of the Treasury available for reappropriation.
By statute (Public Law 216), capital for the working capital funds may be
provided until December 31, 1953 by transfer of unexpended balances of appropriations which have not been carried to the surplus fund of the Treasury.
Allocations of the departmental industrial funds are made to specific industrial
establishments in accordance with their capital requirements.
Objectives of Industrial Funds —and Gains Made
It is the purpose of industrial funds to provide:
More effective means of controlling the
costs of goods and services produced by
636
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2. More effective and flexible means for
financing, budgeting, and accounting for
such operations.
3. Greater sense of responsibility and restraint in the ordering of goods and services based upon availability of funds.
4. A financial and budgetary system and accounting according to commercial methods, rather than the more cumbersome
methods of appropriation accounting

which are not, at present, readily adaptable to this type of operation.
5. More complete establishment of a performance type budget and accounting
structure, in consonance with which the
costs of goods and services furnished by
industrial- or commercial -type establishments may be budgeted and accounted
for under the program or function for
which they have an end use.

Financial and accounting procedures at the several installations now being
operated under the industrial funds have not yet been completely developed and
not all the planned objectives have been met. Development in some areas, at
the commencement of the program, has been a slow process, due to the failure
to fu l ly appreciate the management advantages to be obtained through the use of
commercial methods of financing and cost accounting for these operations and
due also to the difficulties of overcoming previous concepts of long standing in
the training of personnel in the use of cost accounting practices.
The installation of industrial fund accounting and financial procedure has,
however, already achieved real management gains. The reviews required for
installation of commercial accounting systems have, in themselves, resulted in
the further development of decentralization of management, so that department
heads are placed in a position of business managers of their respective areas,
accountable for efficient and economical operation. Improvements have also
been made in production and inventory controls, in simplification of financing,
and determination of unit product costs for use in cost and budgetary control.
An important gain, though not presently measurable in terms of dollar savings,
is a more positive awareness of the need for better coordination of activities
between the various echelons of the military departments and the growing recognition for the need to apply modern management and industrial engineering
techniques to industrial- and commercial -type activities.
Installafions Operated Under Industrial Funds —and An Example
Department of Defense regulations covering the operation of working capital
funds for industrial- and commercial -type establishments (industrial funds)
were issued on July 13, 1950. Since that date, accounting and financial procedures under industrial funds have been established for the following installations:
Military Sea Transportation Service
6 Manufacturing arsenals
2 Clothing factories
JANUARY, 1953

I Shipyard
I Research and development laboratory
31 Printing plants
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Of these, the largest of the Department of Defense commercial enterprises so
far financed under industrial funds — Military Sea Transportation Service —is
perhaps the best example to illustrate savings due to management improvements
resulting from this corporate type of financing and accounting. MSTS provides
ocean transportation for personnel and cargo of all agencies of the Department
of Defense excluding that transported by the fleet. (For further description of
the job being performed, the reader is referred to the Saturday Evening Port
article in the July 1 2 , 1 9 5 2 issue.) Since its 'incorporation," MSTS has been
enabled to operate like an efficient commercial company and has reduced its
operating costs. These savings have been passed on to its "customers" through
lower rates charged. For example, operating costs were reduced in the fiscal
year 1 9 5 2 , as compared with the previous year, for the following:
Moving one measuremerit ton of cargo
1,000 miles
$ .91 (18% reduction)

Transporting one passenger 1,000 miles $6.18 (24% reduction)

Based on the "lift" furnished in 1 9 5 1 (which was lower than in 1 9 5 2 ) , it is
conservatively estimated that these reductions in unit costs resulted in an aggregate
dollar saving of $86,000,000 during fiscal year 1 9 5 2 .
The reduction in unit costs was attained primarily by reason of tighter shipping schedules and keeping ships on schedule. "Customers" now pay for last
minute changes in schedules which result in delays in port or unutilized reserved
shipping space. Prior to industrial fund operations, goods and people were
transported as long as funds were available. Now the "customer" pays for
what it orders and receives, and is in a better position to budget its own requirements accurately. An entirely different attitude prevails and both the operator (MSTS) and the "customer" are interested in keeping costs down and getting the most for their money. Thus, the economies effected by MSTS since its
operation under the industrial fund are resulting in actual dollar savings to the
taxpayer.
Preliminary Studies; Granting Charters; Stress on Cost Control
Once it has been agreed that the use of a working - capital (industrial) fund
will prove beneficial at a particular installation, a working panel is organized
to study the scope of the activity and to develop and recommend a tailor -made
system. The panel studies the business of the plant, its products, organization,
customers, funding program, and accounting and budgeting policies and procedures. Generally the work falls into the following major areas:
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I. Customer relations— Customer's orders,
budgeting, appropriation and allotment
procedures, and billing.
2. Material and property— Production scheduling, procurement, accounting for raw
materials and supplies, accounting for
capital assets.
3. Overhead and direct labor—Classification and definitions of all overheads,

preparation of an overhead budget, establishment of overhead rates and methods to be used in the accumulation and
allocation of overhead, accumulation
and distribution of direct labor costs.
4. Accounting records and financial statements— Design for the chart of accounts,
basic records, financial and other management reports, and change -over procedures.

The study results in a report presenting the panel's recommendations.
Before an activity may be operated under the industrial fund, it is required that
full details setting forth the scope of operations and other pertinent information
be submitted and authority be granted through the issuance by the Secretary of
the Department (Army, Navy or Air Force) of a separate charter for each installation. The charter is required to be approved by the Assistant Secretary of
Defense (Comptroller). This is accomplished after review and coordination of
the supporting data, which includes an outline of the accounting system and
statement of cost principles to be applied, pro forma financial and management
reports, and detailed justification of the proposed (working) capitalization. Prior
to actual installation of the new procedures, detailed instructions are developed
in handbook form for the guidance and training of the installation's personnel.
It is important to understand that, at present, costs of industrial fund establishments represent primarily out -of- pocket costs and do not include fixed charges.
The primary purposes are to establish cost control and to develop cost trends
within a plant and to compare like costs of one plant with another of the same
type. It is not the purpose of industrial fund accounting to compare Government costs with costs of private contractual sources of material and services.
Where required for such purposes, comparisons will be made by special cost
analyses.
In this connection, Department of Defense Industrial Fund Regulations state:
"All persons desiring to compare total costs of production in defense industrial- or commercial -type establishments with costs of similar private establishments should be advised of the difficulty of full comparison of costs. . . .
Although a private establishment pays taxes, insurance, etc., where the Government pays none, the Department of Defense is engaged heavily in training and
in the operation and maintenance of facilities and organizations under peacetime conditions for use in an emergency, which operations are not necessarily
economic from a business viewpoint, and it is not possible in every case to
identify all nonproductive costs."
J A N U A R Y , 1953
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Leaning to Standard Costs
Any recognized type of cost system which is appropriate to the operations
may be followed, but the use of standard cost systems is being encouraged
wherever appropriate and feasible, with the purposes of achieving control of
costs through the analysis of variances from predetermined standards and of developing product costs resulting in equitable distribution of costs to customers'
orders. Comparison of performance with standards will focus attention on those
areas in which action is indicated to reduce costs. Management may then utilize
the modern technique of control through exception.
A standard cost system has been installed recently in the Navy Clothing
Factory and has been well received by the factory management. In this case,
practically all the basic requirements for setting standards already existed by
reason of previously established labor time and material usage allowances. Difficulties will, no doubt, be encountered at other plants because of the lack in
Government of sufficient qualified industrial engineering and cost accounting
personnel who have had experience in the installation of standard cost systems.
It is believed, however, that, with the help of outside management engineering
services, local staffs can be trained to set standards applicable to a specific plant
and its products without the arduous work of time and motion studies. Other
difficulties with the use of standards are inherent in the military organization
due to:
I. Sizes and complexity of operations.
2. Changes in program or design of product due to military needs.

3. Training of management at all levels in
use of standards (a greater problem because of rotation in assignments of military personnel.

Classifications of Cost; Special Treatments
There are three separate classifications of costs under industrial fund accounting:
I. Manufacturing or production costs
chargeable to the project order and paid
from the fund.
2. Nonindustrial funds costs initially finanted by the fund and reimbursed by

appropriations of the agencies for which
the service is performed.
3. Excluded or statistical production costs
not paid from the fund and chargeable
only to orders from non - Department of
Defense "customers."

Nonindustrial fund costs include those which are paid initially from the
fund but which are not included in the cost of productive work. These include
the cost of operation and maintenance of activities physically located in the
establishment but not participating in the production of goods and services. Such
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policy.

nonindustrial functions exist at industrial -type installations primarily because of
the nature of the military organization of which they are a part.
The excluded or statistical production costs are those not paid by the fund
and include costs of additions to plant and equipment, military pay and allowances, injuries and damages paid to the U. S. Employees' Compensation Commission and Federal Government contributions to the Civil Service Retirement
System.
Thus, at the present time, the industrial fund does not include investment of
plant and equipment, nor do the operating costs reflect depreciation on these
assets. It is the policy of the Federal Government to make appropriations for
construction separately from appropriations for operations, and the industrial
fund regulations follow this
The history of the legislation shows that
it was intended that charges for work performed would include the cost of labor,
materials and current operating expenses, but such costs as depreciation would
be added statistically. It is the objective to eventually reduce the amount of
statistical costs to a minimum by taking all steps feasible to permit industrial type installations to pay all costs. As a permanent policy, it is recognized that
industrial activities financed by revolving funds should include investment of
plant and equipment (fixed capital) as well as working capital. However, Congress must pass upon this recommended policy and, through legislation, provide
the authority for such financing.
Some interesting inclusions and exclusions of costs may be commented upon.
Regardless of the type of system used to cost the products produced or services
rendered, there should be no materials received without payment from the fund
except as an interim measure for such items as are normally supplied to commercial contractors, generally known as "government- furnished materials."
Materials and supplies are costed in accordance with pricing policies issued or
approved by the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller). Where feasible a
system of standard pricing based on current contract costs is used.
Other costs also are treated in a specific manner. Labor costs include provisions for annual, sick, and holiday time. Tools and similar equipment which
have a normal useful life of less than one year or special machinery or equipment which is acquired specifically for use on a particular project order, may be
financed from the fund as an operating cost to be reimbursed as a cost of the
work performed. Likewise, except for special risks, all costs of repairs of plant
and equipment appropriately charged to productive work are paid from the
industrial fund and treated as an operating overhead cost. Provisions for insurance for purpose of replacement or repair of plant and equipment damaged or
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destroyed by fire or other hazards may be charged as an operating cost in establishments financed under the industrial fund. Overhead costs are accounted for
by whatever organizational units within the industrial establishment are appropriate from the standpoint of cost control and relative accuracy of cost of project
orders to be billed to different activities.
"Customers"' Orders and Billings
When a department or agency of the Department of Defense orders work of
a manufacturing nature from an industrial fund establishment, it issues a "project
order" in accordance with approved regulations. Project orders serve as a basis
for undertaking the work and billing the ordering activity and for the obligation
of appropriations of the ordering agency, in the same manner as purchase orders
or contracts with private industrial concerns.
Customers may be billed daily, weekly or monthly at actual or predetermined
or estimated costs. As far as practicable, it is preferable to bill upon completion.
In the case of long -term production, progress payments are permitted. Ordering
agencies within the Department of Defense are required to reimburse the industrial fund for all costs incurred by the industrial fund. These costs exclude
statistical costs. In the case of customers outside the Department of Defense, it
is the policy to make surcharges for statistical costs, but the reimbursements are
not credited to the fund.
Audit and Review of Industrial Funds and of Management Reporting
Reviews are made for the purpose of appraising the adequacy of the accounting for management needs and the accomplishments in fulfilling the objectives
of industrial funds. Field reviews of the accounting, reporting and financial
systems in operation are made by the staff of the Assistant Secretary of Defense
(Comptroller) after the systems have been in operation for a period of approximately six months. The installations are subjected also to the military department's internal audit as well as General Accounting Office comprehensive -type
audits at the site of operations. This, in itself, is a forward step in auditing as
the transactions of industrial -type activities financed by industrial funds are no
longer audited in offices of disbursing officers. Because of the decentralized
pattern of accounting, all documents supporting expenditures are retained on
the site of each industrial- and commercial -type installation financed by the industrial fund.
Annual reports are submitted to the President and the Congress, the Com642
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mittees on Appropriations of the House of Representatives and the Senate and
the Bureau of the Budget. The character and form of these reports are required
to be coordinated through the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Comptroller).
Monthly summary operating reports, including balance sheets and operating
statements of a commercial type, are required to be submitted to the Assistant
Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) and the Bureau of the Budget. These reports are reviewed for purposes of determining the areas and direction for
further improvements of reporting and management uses of reports by the
military departments.

The Immediate Future of the Industrial Fund Program
There is now in the Departemnt of the Army a program for additional installation of industrial fund financing and accounting procedures at many more locations, representing all types of industrial activities of the technical services which
appear susceptible to such financing. These activities include Chemical and
Ordnance arsensals, Quartermaster and Signal Corps manufacturing depots, and
Transportation Corps overhaul and repair shops. Through the technical assistance
of management engineering and public accounting services by commercial contract, the tentative plan is to accomplish the program over a period of two and
one -half years.
The Air Force program for fiscal year 1953 includes additional printing
plants for financing under the industrial fund. Priority in accounting development, however, is being given to financial accounting for inventories and improving cost accounting techniques. At a later date, working - capital financing
will be introduced in repair and overhaul depots.
The program of the Department of the Nary for the fiscal year 1953 contemplates the extension of industrial fund financing and accounting procedures
in several additional shipyards and manufacturing arsenals.
Future implementation of the industrial fund program is, of course, dependent on successful staffing at the installations and the technical services, bureaus
or commands which have the responsibility for development and installation of
the systems. This is a critical area, as the military departments are faced with
a serious shortage of personnel with experience in the development of various
phases of management accounting, accounting systems, cost accounting, budgeting, and design, review and analysis of reports for management uses.
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WANTED: ADDED LUSTRE FOR COST
ACCOUNTING

P O I N T S

C O N S T A N T L Y I NCR EAS I NG EFFOR T should
be directed toward encouraging accounting

students to seek careers in the field of

than $200 per order, fifty -two per cent of

cost accounting. From the writer's observation, the majority of accounting majors
stubbornly resist the opportunity to render

the total number of orders were for less

an important service to management in a
cost accounting position. They succumb
instead, to the lure of pu blic, financial or
tax accounting. The direct transition from
cap and gown to the cost department is
often a matter of chance, the result of a
frustrated effort to secure employment
promptly in the chosen field of accou nting.
Sometimes it is even true that the account.
ing graduates who do become a va ila ble for
cost positions are a group whose lower
academic standing caused them to be unacceptable to the public accounting firms in
their talent recruiting programs.
What prompts the gra du a te to a void the
cost department in his initial efforts to
secure accounting employment? By wa y of
speculation, the answer may be found in
an inadequate job of sales promotion or
public relations, coupled with an academic
exposure to the subject so brief that the
managerial control aspects are minimized
or omitted completely in favor of mechanical or bookkeeping techniques. As a result, the student may come to associate cost
accounting with the green eye shade, the
high book keeper's stool and an endless diet
of dry mathematical computations. Something mu st be done.
KENNETH G. YOUNG, San Francisco
ORDER COSTS TO ORDER
of processing orders Can
become particularly significant for any line
of products in which shipments of greatly
varying size are made. Analysis of one of
our product lines revealed that, whereas
the weighted avera ge sales value was more
CLE RI C AL COSTS
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than $25 and twenty -seven per cent were
for less than $10. It was also discovered
that the percentages were quite inconsistent
as among the several sales districts, the
dollar value per order from some districts
tending to average much lower than that
for others.
Analysis of expense for order and billing,
scheduling, production, and cost accounting
revealed that certain costs are directly related to processing orders, regardless of the
value of the order. Such expenses were
approximately $2.50 per order.
From this it became obvious that the
usual method of absorbing such expenses
as production costs resulted in averaging
these items in unit costs and so hiding
actual losses on small shipments. This
further caused inaccurate computation of
costs and profits for the sales districts Concerned.
A need was indicated for a method of
applying order - processing expense, which
was more accurate and not too expensive
from a clerical standpoint. This lead to
the conclusion that, in the calculation of
expense rates used for absorption of over head, order - processing expense should be
segregated. In this way the total monthly
normal order - processing expense was determined. This was divided by the quantity of orders handled at normal monthly
volume, to determine a u nit cost per order.
Only a small amount of additional clerical work is needed monthly. Billings by
product and district are counted at month end (electric tabulating equipment may be
used)

for each product and district and

the results multiplied by the unit cost per
N.A.C .A. B U L L E T I N
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order. This determines the order - processing
cost chargeable against each product and
district. The total of such absorbed cost
is added to the other absorbed overhead
computed in the usual manner, to obtain
the grand total expense absorption for accounting and statement use. Inventory cost
no longer includes order - processing expense
since this unit cost is now absorbed at the
time of shipment.
The unit cost per order is recomputed
whenever it appears that the factors concerned have changed significantly. Indications so far have shown that this is not a pt
to occur more frequently than once a year.
Costs are now quoted to merchandising
personnel either on the ba sis of a lot tota l
or a cost per unit of product plus a flat
cost per order for order - processing expense.
It is my belief that our procedure has
resulted in more intelligent merchandising
decisions a nd so ha s been worth the effort.
Perhaps others can ada pt it to simila r problems confronting their businesses.
W. W . WRIGHT, Newauk
AVERAGE RATES SHORTCUT
LABOR DISTRIBUTION
U N D E R O U R FO R M E R PROCE DURE, total
hours and dollars of the labor distribution
cards were balanced exactly to the time
clock cards. Each week the cards were
sorted down by cost center and, within
each cost center, by labor operation number and by rate of pay. Each group was
then extended at the appropriate rate of
pay, the actual total for the grou p so obtained, and balanced out to the weekly
payroll (computed from the time cards)
with an allowable deviation of one dollar.
Many long hours and miles of adding
machine tape were expended to maintain
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the accuracy required for this combination
labor distribution and payroll check. It
took from three to four days' work for one
payroll clerk, plus about two days of the
timekeeper to help on the balancing process.
W e were faced with a constant backlog
of work in the payroll department —which
is no pla ce for work to lag behind!
Since the labor distribution information
was highly desired by both the industrial
engineering and the cost departments, we
sought to analyze the present system for
a solution which would give these departments detail information and yet cut the
work load for payroll. We discovered that
the cost accountant was computing labor
variances by using for each operation number an average rate, which was the basis
of the standard labor cost received from
the industrial engineer. (Generally, all
workers performing the same labor operation, which is designated by a labor operation number, receive the same rate of pay,
with a slight deviation for seniority and
sex of workers.) If average rates were
accurate enough to aid in analyzing labot
variances, then it should follow that they
would also be accurate enough for our
regular labor distribution. W e adopted
these and sacrificed our accurate check on
the actual payroll. However, since our
clock cards were double-checked and the
payroll checks balanced to a pre - listed tape,
and since we still retained a limited allowance between actual payroll and labor
distribution, we felt our safeguards were
adequate to prevent any large discrepancy.
W e realized a time saving of approximately two days for one payroll clerk,
which evened out the workload and practically eliminated overtime in the payroll
department. We ha d our la bor distribu tion
total dollar amount well before payroll
checks had been written.
HARRY D. FLEISCHER, Twin Cities
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Use of Planning and Control Tools
by Small Companies
by ROGER U. WELLINGTON
Staff, Scovell W ellington 8 Co., New York, N. Y.

The increasing recognition of the usefulness of devices for sharpening analysis of the present operating situation and of the future outlook for a business, sometimes obscures the di$ering position of units
of various size, when it comes to actual applications. The author
of this paper seeks to identify the position of small businesses in this
respect,
rAND ARD COSTS, PROD U CT ION

CON T RO L,

budgetary control of operations,
control of marketing expense —all these are now common, in a full - fledged
sense, in large businesses and even in medium -sized ones. But, if we are to
recognize the needs of small business, we must take a certain care with our
recommendations. This paper is concerned with this fact.
Selective Use of Available Standards
All business managers use some kind of standards in controlling the operation under their direction. just because they are not engineered and recorded
does not mean such standards do not exist. By standard I mean a plan, idea,
goal, past performance or calculated expectation. Control cannot exist without
some such standard against which results can be compared. The purpose of a
standard cost plan is to formalize some type of standard and integrate it with
the accounting, thereby providing a standard of comparison for results.
Can a complete integrated standard cost plan be used effectively in and by
small businesses? Will advantages result which will more than offset the extra
work? (In large operations clerical work can be sometimes reduced by use of
standard costs, but I do not believe this holds true for most small businesses.)
In general, my opinion is that the answer to these questions is: "no."
Of course, qualified professional accountants or management consultants can
do a first rate job in developing and installing standard cost plans for small
businesses, but how many of their small clients can continue the plan's development and modify it and the standards, themselves, to cope with changes— which,
in small businesses, are often marked or radical? I think there are very few.
Typically, small business does not have and cannot afford staff personnel of the
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calibre needed to develop, utilize and keep up -to -date a standard cost plan, nor
does the management have the approach or sufficient understanding of such a
plan—its potentialities and limitations —to use the resulting variances effectively
in managing the business.
In other words, I believe it is the exceptional small business which can effectively handle and utilize a complete standard cost plan. I do not mean to imply that standards are not suitable for small businesses. I believe the principles
advanced in the first paragraph above. Some sort of standards can and should
be used. It is the integrated complete standard cost plan which may not be
satisfactory.
However, there are numerous partial applications. The most effective method
of control of material costs is to establish standards for the quantities of materials required for each product and then to obtain and report daily a comparison of the standard material called for by production and the material actually used. Dollar values are not essential but, if obtainable without excessive
clerical labor, make this comparison much more usable. Waste and scrap losses
also should be reported daily and compared with an established standard. Similarly, the ideal plan for control of direct labor is to have labor standards developed for each product by operations, to record actual direct labor by the same
operations and products, and to derive a daily comparison of the standard and
actual direct labor time.
A similar approach is practical and useful in the case of any other important
controllable item of cost which is directly related to the measurable volume of
production. However, costs and expenses which are only indirectly related to
the volume of production are more difficult for the small business to standardize.
Here the need for formal methods of control is perhaps less vital than in the
case of larger businesses. The most satisfactory approach to these expenses is
budgetary, but the method by and extent to which these 'overhead" items should
be budgeted will depend on the circumstances of each individual case. Typically,
comparative reports of these items are not useful more often than weekly.
In deciding what standards should be used in a small business, one should
consider what (few) items of cost, operations, or points are vital to the over -all
efficiency and profitableness of the business. If, through the use of a relatively
few standards, the management can be given timely information by which to
control the business at these points, a large part of the potential advantages of
standard costs will have been achieved. A standard cost plan for the small
business may incorporate in the cost accounting itself the uses of standards to
measure material usages, labor efficiencies and budgeting for overhead, but the
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improvement in results, as a consequence of this, will seldom be worth the additional effort.
Keep Production Control on a Practical Basis
Production control might be described as the planning of production and determining whether production proceeds as planned. In a small business, production control is a strictly practical matter, determining what is to be done —and
how and when —for the best results. Theoretically complete control at all points
is impractical and seldom necessary in a small operation.
Two groups of functions or steps are basic to control of production. First,
what is to be produced, how much, and when it is needed. Then the "system"
of production control is put to work to determine in detail the accomplishment
of these results. In most cases, the first set of functions is performed by the
selling personnel or organization and the second group by or under control of
the producing organization, with the result that coordination for best over -all
results of the often conflicting desires of sales and production staffs is probably
the most difficult problem in practical production control. I shall assume for the
rest of this discussion that this problem can be dealt with successfully and that
sales needs can be obtained reliably and in advance.
The policy of a company as to inventories will determine to a large extent the
need for and form of production control procedures. If, for example, an adequate supply of all raw materials is kept on hand and all production is for stock,
proper inventory control, including minimum quantities and reorder quantities,
almost automatically generates the production requirements and, except for
capacity problems, production control is concerned only with issuing production orders, following them up and (possibly) determining machine loading
and labor requirements.
The opposite situation exists where all production and most purchasing is
for customer's specific orders. Here, it is necessary to translate the specific deliverable products into corresponding production requirements, i.e., material requirements in detail and usually labor and machine time requirements in more
or less detail, depending on the situation. If there is one operation or a few
operations which limit productive capacity, the requirements at this (or these)
key points may be all the machine and /or labor requirements needed to be
known for adequate control.
To develop production control, a more or less complete breakdown of each
product into its productive requirements is needed. This generally means information for each product as follows:
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Material

Labor (or departments)
Product

Machines (or departments)

Kinds (complete bills of material), and for
each:
Quantities
Time needed to obtain
Labor operations, and for each:
Class of labor for each
Department
Production rate (hrs. /unit)
Machine operations, and for each:
Machines required
Tooling required
Set up time required
Production rate (hrs. /unit)

If this information is made available, the mechanical operation of extending
the quantity of each product by each of the items of unit data and totalling the
result for each item (for all production planned) wi ll give the total material,
machine and labor requirements. Considering the complexities of many products, this obviously can become a very extensive (and expensive) clerical job
and usually, in a small business, is carried out only for the most important
items.
It must also be decided whether the determination of production requirements
will be carried out continuously or periodically and, if periodically, how often.
In other words, are orders to be scheduled as received or on a monthly basis?
The answer to this depends on the competitively available "lead time" between
receipt of customers' orders and required delivery date, as compared with the
required "lead time" necessary to obtain material, tools, etc., and to carry production through to completion. Various "systems" have been developed or
adapted for reducing the clerical cost of controlling production, such as reproduction from masters, tabulating equipment, etc. These may often be used to advantage even in relatively small operations.
To "control" the production, knowledge (reports) of actual as compared with
scheduled or expected production is required. Here, daily reports of the most
important production statistics may suffice, rather than keeping track of the
progress of each order through the plant. As is the case with most other systems work for small business, production control should be developed and applied only to the extent that management thoroughly understands it and that the
business and its personnel can operate and modify it effectively and at reasonable
cost. Relatively simple methods of control of the vital production points, together with a reasonable and efficient method of letting each productive group
know what and how much to produce and a check on actual production, may
satisfy the immediate production control needs of the small business.
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Budget Informally —But Don't Forget Fixed - Variable Segregation
In budgeting for a small business, the same principles apply as in large businesses, although budgeting is usually approached in a more practical way in the
small concern. The use of budgets as part of the method of managing the organization, i.e., budgetary control, which can be very effective in a large organization,
sometimes is not practical for the small business. There may not be enough segregation of the various functions and the responsibility for each. Also, the organization may be too loosely drawn to permit much benefit from budgetary control.
In general, somewhat less reliance can usually be placed by management on
budgets in small businesses than in large. The sales forecast is the key to the
reliability of most budgets and, in small businesses, there is apt to be a good
deal of guesswork in the sales forecast, unless the business has been going for a
long time at pretty much the same level and with the same products. Small
businesses generally do not have the broad line of products which makes for the
averaging out of random unexpected influences. A small business may be markedly affected by the addition or loss of a single good customer.
Even if, in a small business, no formal budget program is established, it seems
to me important that the regular accounts should be so organized and divided
that as clear a distinction as possible is evident between variable and fixed costs.
To be sure, overhead rates based (budgeted) on normal capacity are desirable
in almost any business, at least for costing purposes, but it is usually vital to the
small businessman to have real knowledge of his variable costs, with or without
a budget. If such information is not readily available from the accounts, the
usual tendency is for nonaccounting calculations of cost to be made, often incorrectly or missing important elements. Management decisions based on erroneous conclusions, are the result.
There seems to be no question but what there is vital need in small business
for better planning and, therefore, for more and better budgeting. However,
uncertain sales forecasts make reliable budgets very difficult to achieve. It is my
belief that a thorough knowledge of how costs will react to changes, such as
in sales volume, will enable the small businessman to foretell approximately
what the result of such changes will be in his costs and financial position. With
this knowledge, even without a budget, he is certainly better informed than he
would be with a chart of accounts which revealed to him nothing of the essential nature of his costs. With a sound practical budget (not necessarily a correct forecast), which follows a good chart of accounts and which he fully understands and uses, the small businessman is in a much stronger position to plan
the financial future of his business.
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You'll Need to Fill in Marketing Cost Information
Perhaps the greatest need for useful information is in the business activities
commonly called marketing, i.e., the process and procedures of getting goods or
services to customers, for which they willingly exchange fair value. Marketing
is concerned with people, habits, laws, economic forces and psychological reactions over which the seller can exercise little, if any, control. Although control
may not be exercisable, advantage can be taken of the existing situations if the
facts are known and clearly understood. The seller, therefore, needs the best
possible information concerning these uncontrollable factors, in order to conduct
his operations successfully. The primary need, particularly in a small business,
is usually for reliable information and data on which carefully thought out actions can be planned and based.
There is little difference, in principle, between the marketing of a new and
of an established product, except that a great deal will have been learned concerning the one established, while corresponding facts for the new one are not
available. Customer acceptance always gives the established product an advantage. In the very limited scope of this paper no attempt will be made to cover
the problems of new products, involving, as they do, special market research,
test marketings, etc.
The most obvious useful information which can be obtained concerning products being sold, is from analysis of the sales. Many types of analysis can be
made, as applicable, such as by:
I.
2.
3.
4.

Geographical area
Industry
Type or size of customer
Method of distribution

5.
6.
7.
9.

Salesman
Product or product group
Size of order
Profitability

Procedures will have to be established to record the desired data for each sale
and to accomplish periodical analysis. The use of tabulating equipment is economical where numerous analyses are made.
Another obvious source of information is the sales force and the distributing
organization. They are in actual contact with the market, whereas the executive
in the office may not be. Although much information will usually be forthcoming orally from the sales force and distributors, it is well to have some organized program and methods for collection and recording. Reports from salesmen,
instructions to salesmen as to data desired, periodical discussions with sales force
and /or distributors, are typical procedures which may be utilized effectively in
gathering the desired information concerning competition, as well as customer
and distributor reactions. Much knowledge concerning market potentials may
also be obtained through these channels.
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In addition to obtaining information concerning the external facts and situations concerned in marketing, it is not desirable, so far as possible. to be able
to measure the results and efficiencies of the various marketing activities and
programs carried on. Results obtained from a given advertising program (direct
mail advertising lends itself readily to this), or the efficiency individually and
overall of one's sales force, are examples. Frequently, it is difficult or impossible
to segregate the results from one particular type of effort or expenditure. Budgets
for selling expenses, test marketings in restricted areas, quotas for salesmen,
etc., are all useful in ordinary circumstances.
If a business is small enough or its marketing problems simple enough, it
may be that few, if any, formal procedures for getting marketing information
are needed. The management may have adequate market information by virtue
of being in continuous close personal contact with the market. If so, the business probably should not have its "paperwork" increased, since little is to be
gained thereby.
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1
Living With Defense Contracts
by JOHN M. ARNFIELD
Contract Administrator, Office of Defense Products, Ford Motor Company, Dearborn, Mich.

Production under government contracts is accepted in this article, as
a long -term accompaniment to civilian production. With brief preliminary comment upon what this means to large company organization as a whole, the author reviews areas in which preparatory work
along accounting and accounting policy lines will lighten the load
and expedite completion of contracts. The questions of audit by the
agency of only one of the services, what defense business requires of
the chart of accounts, and (especially) the matter of arriving at
profits for the "first pricing period" of price re- determination contracts, are among those considered.
HE CU RRE N T DE FE NSE PROGRAM

has affected almost every business —large

T or small. Many companies have had to revamp existing policies, procedures,

organizational responsibilities and operating routines in order to meet the special needs of defense production. The extent of this revamping has, of course,
varied with the nature and size of individual companies and their participation
in the defense effort. LThe purpose of this paper is to present a general statement regarding organizational and financial planning made necessary by the
impact of the defense program on a large company, with numerous divisions
operating under a system of decentralized management
No one can forecast just how long the defense program will last. The current effort represents the first time that the United States has entered into a
realistic defense production program without the impetus of "all out" war.
However, it is significant, in this connection, that the wonders of science, particularly in the field of aviation research, have overcome all natural geographic
barriers. Vast distances have been reduced to hours and minutes. No spot
on the globe is safe from bomber or guided missile attacks. Several outstanding military leaders feel that the next global war will be decided in the first
few hours or days of combat. Obviously, we will not have the "get ready"
period afforded us in past emergencies.
Organizing for the Dual Role
Thus it appears that, for the indefinite future, business will comprise a combination of commercial and defense production and that individual divisions
and plants in a large decentralized operation will present conditions varying
from no defense production to one hundred per cent defense production. The
operating situation conjured up is by no means simple.
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Therefore, with these considerations in mind, let us consider the overall
organizational problem, before taking up certain aspects of the accounting and
financial plan which is the chief interest of this paper.
In evaluating the ability of the present organization to meet the problems of
combined defense and commercial production for the indefinite future, it is
well to keep certain basic factors in mind. First and most important is the
desirability of continuing existing organizational responsibilities with a minimum of change. The practical effect of this policy results in many key executives wearing two hats in discharging dual responsibilities, so long as defense
business is carried on. For example, the manufacturing head must continue to
plan the production of regular commercial items concurrently with defense
products which may be dissimilar to the commercial line. Decisions regarding
plant facilities, special tooling, manpower, production processing, and delivery
schedules, as well as make or buy decisions in connection with component parts,
are necessary. The purchasing head must develop new sources of supply for
special defense items and must adjust procedures and purchase documents, with
the legal department's assistance, in the light of government requirements.
The controller must revise the accounting plan to provide for the segregation
of commercial and defense business (renegotiable and nonrenegotiable) and
must install new procedures required in certain areas, such as the preparation
of initial and definitive cost proposals for defense contracts. It is clear that
defense business cuts a wide swath across the organization chart and requires
a high degree of close teamwork.
Secondly, the nature of the defense customer, the United States Government,
must be considered. The Government is a unique customer. It has many procedural requirements which must be observed by its vendors. Lengthy con-

tracts must be negotiated, with variable terms. Also, many contracts cover the
production of new products. Since the expenditure of public funds is involved,
audits by the audit agency of the cognizant Service, as well as by the General
Accounting Office, are to be expected. The foregoing factors suggest the desirability of assigning one component of the multiplant organization to deal with
the Government, in order to provide a single contact for the conduct of negotiations with the Government and for overall contract administration and coordination of defense activities within the company.
A third factor is the extent to which the company will participate in defense
business. This is influenced by considerations of maintaining a competitive commercial position and a patriotic desire to carry a fair share of the defense
program. Of course, under present production restrictions imposed by the
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Government, many companies must seek defense business to compensate for
the loss of commercial production.
Watchfulness In Contract Proposals and Negotiations
In the preparation of initial and definitive defense contract proposals, close
and prompt coordination is required between manufacturing, purchasing, accounting, legal, and the contract negotiating activities. Timely, realistic, and
coordinated management decisions, at the division and central staff levels in
the early stages of contract proposal development, are essential to successful
contract performance. In this regard, the controller must be familiar with overall contract requirements in order to prepare realistic proposals showing estimated costs and selling prices.
It will generally be advisable to segregate certain costs of a "special and
non - recurring" nature, which costs, under a fixed price supply contract with a
Form II -B price redetermination clause, will normally be amortized over units
produced in the "first pricing period." Such costs include special and durable
tools, pre - production expenses (rearrangement, rehabilitation and other costs
incurred prior to commencement of good production) and starting costs (productive labor and related manufacturing overhead in excess of amounts estimated to be chargeable to costs at "going volume ") .
It is essential that clear -cut responsibilities be established for the clearance
of defense contract proposals within the company and for the negotiation of
contracts with the Government or other customers. As a guarantee that contract proposals conform with overall company plans and policies, divisions
responsible for the development of proposals should keep interested central
staff activities currently informed of all significant progress. In this way, clearances on specific points may be obtained in advance and final approval of proposals will be expedited.
Whether or not the division responsible for contract performance is to conduct contract negotiations, is another problem to be decided. One acceptable
procedure is for central staff to carry on prime contract negotiations with Government agencies with the assistance of the division concerned. Where the
company is a sub - contractor, central staff assists the division in contract negotiations. In connection with periodic repricing proposals, the controller plays a
major role in the preparation, coordination and clearance of proposals and in
the conduct of price negotiations with government agencies or other customers.
Proposals with respect to capital and related expenditures for defense contracts may present knotty problems. In general, the cost of new facilities and
modifications to existing facilities should be recovered under a facilities conJANUARY , 1953
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tract to the extent that such facilities represent no continuing utility to the company after contract completion. Where the facility is severable, the issue is
clear -cut. However, where the facility is nonseverable, property accountability
problems may require that recovery be made under the supply contract. Matters
of this kind must receive the controller's close attention so that a firm financial
policy may be followed in facilities contract negotiations.
Impact of Defense Business Upon Accounting Policy
Not all of the problems which arise with defense business will be apparent immediately. However, certain problems may be anticipated and resolved
in the early stages. Here again the guiding consideration is to minimize the
number of deviations from regular commercial practice. A large company with
numerous operating divisions may find it advisable to create a new activity
with primary responsibilities in the defense accounting area for such matters as:
I. Development of accounting and financial
policies and procedures relating to defense producticn.

2. Review of cost and price proposals for
defense contracts.
3. Review of financial progress under each
defense contract.

Some of the specific subjects which are worthy of analysis by the controller's
organization are discussed below.
The A.S.P.R.; Service "Audit Cognizance "; New Accounts
The controller must familiarize himself with the various government regulations which are applicable to cost type and fixed price type contracts. Section XV
of the Armed Services Procurement Regulation is applicable to cost type contracts only, although the audit agencies of he Armed Services are currently using
Section XV as a guide for fixed price contracts. Government requirements pertaining to price redetermination of fixed price contracts, renegotiations, and termination (Section VIII, ASPR) must also be studied. In addition, it is well
to become familiar with specific instructions and interpretations of the service,
audit agencies, not only at the headquarters level but at the regional and district
levels as well.
One of the important problems which the controller should endeavor to settle
at an early date concerns the assignment of audit cognizance. In a multiplant
operation, it is likely that defense work is being performed for all three services.
In this event, the most satisfactory plan will be to arrange for audit cognizances
on the basis of geographical location of plants. For example, as a result of inter service agreement, the central office might be assigned to the Army Audit
Agency and the various operating divisions might be assigned to the audit
agency of the service which has predominance of interest from the standpoint
of volume of business. The advantages to the Government and the contractor
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of having audit work conducted by one agency instead of three, are obvious.
In the balance sheet, changes in three areas should be adequate: separate accounts receivable and defense inventory accounts should be provided and new
accounts should be established for fixed assets covered by necessity certificates.
In the income account, renegotiation requires the segregation of sales, expenses
and profit between defense and commercial business. In addition, price redetermination necessitates the accumulation of sales, costs, and expenses by defense
contract. It is probably best to establish new control accounts for defense sales
and cost of sales. However, it is not necessary to establish new accounts in the
manufacturing overhead, administrative and commercial, and other income and
expense areas, except to the extent required for central office and division assessments and allocations between defense and commercial business. Under this
procedure, amounts of the foregoing items applicable to defense and commercial
business are arrived at statistically for income statement purposes. In turn,
amounts applicable to defense may be allocated statistically to individual defense
contracts.
Intra- company Cost Allocations and Interdivisional Pricing
In a multiplant operation, it will be advisable to reappraise bases of allocations or assessments of costs and expenses to divisions and underlying plants.
This presents many difficult problems inasmuch as it is generally not desirable to
establish any system which contemplates that particular costs or expenses may be
disallowed by the Government. However, certain items will undoubtedly fall
into the 100 per cent commercial category (e.g. product advertising) and it may
be well to insure at the outset that defense contracts do not bear any portion of
such costs.
What policy with respect to interdivisional pricing of defense production will
be followed?
Should interdivisional transactions continue to be priced at transfer prices,
which include intra- company profit, with no change in profit rates?
Should interdivisional transactions be made "at cost," which represents a departure from the profit center concept?
Should interdivisional transactions remain open until contract completion or
termination, in order that the billings of contributing divsions may be adjusted
to reflect the profit rate ultimately earned by the end product divisions?
If management desires to adhere to the profit center concept in defense product pricing, arrangements must be made to obtain acceptance of this principle
by including an "interdivisional pricing clause" in the defense contract. In the
absence of contractual coverage on this point, the service auditor has no alternaJANUARY, 1953
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tive except to disallow infra- company profit after determining, or requesting the
contractor to determine, basic company costs for items supplied by other divisions
of the company. In actual practice, arrangements are usually made to handle
some items on the transfer price basis where there is an adequate competitive
yardstick and to leave the remaining items on a basic cost basis.
Profit Recognition; The Problem of the "First Pricing Period"
Policy with respect to recognition of profit on defense contracts is a subject
which could well form the subject of a separate article. In developing such a
policy, consideration should be given to: ( 1 ) generally accepted accounting
practice, (2) the company's established policy for recognizing profit on commercial products, (3) renegotiation regulations, (4) termination regulations, and
(5) income tax requirements. Certainly the best talent of the company — legal,
tax, and financial— should evaluate the effect of any proposed policy. In addition, the proposed policy should be discussed with the company's independent
public accountants.
Most of the difficulty is encountered in the case of fixed price supply contracts
which contain Form II -B price redetermination clauses. The writer will restrict
his discussion to this area. Such clauses provide for redetermination of selling
prices at the end of the "first priding period," with the redetermined prices to be
retroactive to the start of production. How costs and profits will be accounted
for during the "first pricing period" prior to price redetermination is the critical
point. In this discussion, it is assumed that special tool costs and preproduction
and starting load costs will be amortized uniformly over the units to be delivered in the "first pricing period."
During the initial portion of the "first pricing period," actual product costs
will probably exceed average product costs for that pricing period as used in the
contract price proposal. During the latter portion of the period, the reverse
situation will probably exist. Accordingly, if sales are recorded at contract proposal prices and costs at actual, initial losses (or low profits) will be offset by
later profits in the period. If the fiscal year ends during the period, the company's position from a renegotiation and income tax standpoint is jeopardized
unless some adjustment is made. Even without the complication of a fiscal year
closing, management will be confused by reports of costs and profits on an unadjusted basis. Several alternative adjustments are worthy of consideration:
I. Adjust sales to an amount which, in the
light of all factors, is estimated to reflect the profit or loss reasonably allocablo to the period under review. The
offsetting entry would be a charge to an
"unbilled receivable" or a credit to a
"reserve for price redetermination re658

fund," as the case may be. Subsequent
adjustment would be made as a result of
actual price redetermination. The essential feature of this method is that profit
or loss is recorded on the basis of man agement's best judgment.
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2. Adjust sales by the difference between
actual costs and average costs, thereby
ensuring a uniform dollar profit per unit.
Offsetting entries and subsequent adjustments follow the first alternative. Although this method results in a uniform
dollar profit per unit, the profit percentage will vary inversely with the amount
of actual costs.
3. Adjust sales and cost of sales by introducing the factor of "planned product

costs," which recognizes the high starting
load costs applicable to earlier units, in
accordance with the following formula:
a. Increase sales by the excess of actual
costs over planned costs;
b. Decrease sales by the excess of
planned costs over actual costs;
c. Decrease cost of sales by the excess
of planned costs over average costs;
d. Increase cost of sales by the excess
of average costs over planned costs.

Offsetting entries and subsequent adjustments follow the first alternative, although there may be preference for recording deferred costs in a deferred charge
account rather than in an "unbilled receivable" account. Again, the effect of this
method is to record a uniform dollar profit per unit, with profit percentage varying inversely as in the second alternative. However, the variation in profit percentage is minimized through deferring in the early portion of the "first pricing
period" the excess of planned product cost over average product cost, with subsequent liquidation of such deferred costs in the latter portion of the period
when planned costs are less than average costs. Other alternatives are possible.
However, the writer feels that the three outlined above represent the major acceptable alternatives.
Contract Termination
It is not too early to plan now for contract termination. Section VIII of ASPR
has been released and should be studied to determine its effect on the organization and financial plan. The recent stretch -out in the defense program has already resulted in some partial and complete contract terminations. Undoubtedly
many companies were "caught short" because of the newness of termination
regulations which, although based on, but not as flexible as, the old Joint Termination Regulation, represent new policy and procedure in many important
respects.
Since the principal consideration in termination is the determination of financial settlements, the controller should play a key role in developing policies and
procedures and in defining organizational responsibilities for termination. In
addition, the controller should make sure that the accounting system will produce information required in the compilation and final presentation of the termination claim.
How to Issue Accounting Procedures for Defense Business
One of the important decisions meriting early attention concerns the best technique for issuing defense accounting procedures. Where an established pattern
of procedure numbering by subject classification is in use, questions arise as to
JANUARY,
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whether defense procedures should be: (1) integrated into the established pattern, ( 2 ) issued in a separate and distinct defense series within the established
pattern, or (3) published in a separate manual. In connection with (3) , it may
be worthwhile to consider the advisability of publishing a separate defense program manual containing important accounting and nonaccounting policies and
procedures for the benefit of all key employees.
The important thing to remember in making decisions of this nature is that
the simplest and most convenient technique is probably the best, inasmuch as,
some day, the purely defense accounting procedures will probably have to be
culled out and cancelled. The principle of keeping like things together presents
difficulties in the subsequent culling out process. On the other hand, the establishment of a separate manual may be distasteful to a line organization already
overburdened with procedures manuals. Probably the best policy is to integrate
defense accounting procedures with related commercial procedures, insofar as
possible, and to issue defense accounting procedures not related to existing
manual classifications under a new section of the manual entitled `Defense Production."
Five Areas for Early and Continued Affenfion
The period for the indeterminate future appears to be one of joint defense
and commercial business. Accordingly, management faces a like period of dual
responsibility in carrying on defense business which may be unrelated to continuing commercial activities. As presented in more particular in the preceding
paragraphs, this involves action now in five principal directions:
I. In a multiplant operation, it is essential
that responsibilities be clearly defined for
the development, clearance, and negotiation of defense contract proposals. In
this regard, it is probably desirable that
a central staff activity be charged with
responsibility for carrying on prime contract negotiations with the Government,
whereas subcontract negotiations with
other customers may be delegated to the
operating division primarily charged with
contract performance.
2. The development of special policies and
procedures resulting from the impact of
defense business should be accomplished
prior to or in the early stages of contract negotiation, in order to earmark
specific areas for contractual agreement.
One important area concerns the acceptonce of infra- company profit included in
prices for items sold between divisions
of the same company.
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3. The controller should ensure the adequacy of the accounting system to pro duce the data required by government
regulations in the areas of contract pro posals, price redetermination, renegotiation, and termination. Policy with respect to the recognition of profit on defense contracts should receive special
attention in view of renegotiation and
income tax implications.
4. The controller should endeavor to secure
the assignment of government audit cog nizance to a single service, with full con sideration of predominance of service
interest and geographical location of
defense plants.
5. A minimum of change should be made
to established accounting and financial
policies and procedures. Any special
defense policies and procedures should
be issued in accordance with a definite
plan which will facilitate their revision
or elimination at a later date.
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Costing for Small Captive Gray Iron Foundries
by R. ELWIN FULLER
Chief Accountant, Ajax Iron Works, Corry, Pennsylvania

The foundry for which over -all and product costing procedures are
described and illustrated here, makes castings —from one -half pound
to fifteen thousand pounds —for internal combustion and steam engines made by the company for use in the oil fields. The costing
system presented, partly in summary form, features simplicity.

I

N A RECENT REQUEST

for industry data, the Gray Iron Founders Society, Inc.

de c la r ed :
"T he gray iron foundry industry, although the second largest metal working industry in the country, does not have and never has had reliable representative financial
information covering its operations."

It can be safely said that a major reason for this lack of industry information is that individual foundries, in turn, lack the information necessary to
make compilation of industry information possible. Up -to -date accounting
techniques are not tools used by many foundries.
My own investigation has pointed to the fact that much can be done to
modernize foundry costing methods. The difficulties present in actual foundry
operations, the variety of conditions which have to be accounted for, and the
working conditions that are encountered in a search for data have, until very
recently, discouraged the research necessary to bring foundry accounting techniques up -to -date. More pleasant fertile fields have been available.
However, competition from other methods of preparing metal forms have
recently awakened the foundry industry to the necessity of finding more efficient
methods. To determine what new methods are most efficient, costing techniques have had to be restudied. In this, there are complications peculiar to
the industry. There is more variety in foundries than in a well -known pickle
factory. This manuscript is a presentation of the techniques used in one very
small captive gray iron foundry.
Wide Variation in Size and Complexity of Castings Made
To identify the operation adequately, a short resume of the foundry being
studied is essential, because of the large variety of foundries. This company
manufactures a line of internal combustion engines for use in oil fields and a
line of industrial and oil drilling steam engines. In addition to making cast JANUARY, 1953
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ings for the assembly of current engines, castings are necessary for replacement
parts on both current and obsolete models. Inasmuch as the company is seventyfive years old, some of the obsolete models still operating, are really ancient.
These occasionally need parts.
In addition to the foundry, the plant contains a machine shop and assembly
floor. The foundry makes castings weighing from one -half pound to fifteen
thousand pounds. These castings vary in complexity from simple weights and
large flywheels to cylinders with water jackets. Some castings have no cores
while others have as many as one hundred -four cores weighing from one
pound to one ton. To efficiently make this wide variety of castings, three molding sections are used. One section, which is called the side floor or unit, is
arranged for large quantity production of small and medium -sized castings.
A roller conveyor system is provided for handling the flasks. A second section
is known as the main floor and is where the larger castings are made. It is
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machine. Much hand molding is also done in this section. A third section,
called special molding, is strictly for hand molding of small quantities of small
castings.
Approximately one - hundred men are employed in the foundry, including
the pattern shop, core room, molding, cupola and cleaning. Our men work
on a straight hourly basis without any incentive system other than time standards for most production jobs. Individual efficiency charts are maintained and
used periodically for merit - rating purposes.
Course of Produ ction —and Prod uction Control
Customers and their orders provide the "fuel" for our production. Our plant
is no different in this respect than that of others. It is from these orders,
transcribed on our own internal order forms, that our production control de662
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partment determines requirements for castings and issues foundry production
orders. A foundry order is issued for each casting part needed. This Foundry
Order (Exhibit 1) is sent to the foundry office and a Foundry Cost Sheet
(Exhibit 2) is sent to the cost section of the accounting department.
Upon receipt of foundry orders in the foundy office, they are reviewed for
equipment needs (new or repair jobs on patterns and core boxes). Patterns are
brought from storage as the need arises, as shown by the due date on the
foundry orders. The core room keeps a few clays in advance of the mold departments. This is done by constant review of the foundry orders by the foreman of the core room. Daily heats are restricted by the availability of the right
size flasks. It is impossible to make all large castings or all small castings and
still maintain the maximum size heats which tend toward economy. Planning
is necessary to get the right combination of parts cast.
After the decision is made as to just what parts will be cast, a Foundry Daily
Report (Exhibit 3), known as a "heat sheet" is prepared. This report shows
the quantity, part number, part name and weight of castings to be poured.
Included on this report is the total quantity of materials charged into the cupola.
In the shakeout process, some scrap pieces will be discovered. The shakeout
supervisor reports these losses daily to the cleaning room foreman. On a copy
of the heat sheet which has been furnished him, the cleaning room foreman
records the scrap found in the cleaning processes, along with the scrap found
in the shakeout processes. When all castings of a particular heat have been sent
to the warehouse, this heat sheet is given to the foundry clerk to prepare formal
scrap tickets and to record on the foundry order the amount of scrap and to
recompute the balance still due to be cast.
For castings which are sent to the warehouse, a Receiving Record (Exhibit 4)
is prepared by the warehouse custodian. This receiving report is sent to the
foundry clerk who records the receipts into the warehouse and recomputes the
total pieces sent to the warehouse and the total number of pieces remaining
in the cleaning room.
Costing Practices Evolutionary in Character
There are two major phases in foundry costing— product costing and recording total costs in the ledger accounts. These two phases are described in considerable detail in the remainder of this article. It may be first pointed out
that foundry costing techniques used by this company have been under almost
constant review and change during the past five years. Trial and error have
been used to find the best ways of determining the cost of operating the foundry
J A N U A R Y , 1953
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EXHIBIT 2

and of the products which are made. During the first part of this period, more
exacting and time - consuming methods were being developed in an attempt
to give the precise cost of each individual part cast.
We have since had to introduce modifications. For example, formulae combining core room direct labor and molding direct labor to determine cleaning
room direct labor to be applied to the cost of a part, were originally developed.
Because of the variety of parts and their wide range of complexity, we soon
found that some middle ground was more reasonable. Recently we changed
such items of labor as core pasting and assembly —as well as all cleaning, except chipping and grinding —from direct labor to indirect labor. All items of
material except scrap, pig iron, coke and alloys are expensed when received,
instead of being carried in inventory accounts throughout the year. Overhead
rates were increased to compensate for this decrease in direct labor and increase
in overhead.
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EXHIBIT 3

Ledger Accounting for Costs
Foundry accounting is no different than accounting for any other type of
product, in that we must determine the value of material, labor and overhead
which make up complete castings.
It was noted above that the items which make up raw material inventory
are scrap, pig iron, coke and alloys. Charges to this inventory account come
from three sources: (1) purchases, (2) returns, and (3) scrap. Credit to the
foundry materials inventory account is the value of the materials placed in
the cupola as shown on the heat sheets, summarized on a heat sheet summary
and reported in the factory journal.
As to charges, our purchasing department acts on requisitions furnished by
the foundry, by issuing purchase orders for inventory items required. Invoices
are processed by the purchasing department, receipts of material are recorded
J A N U A R Y , 1953
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by the receiving department, and the accounts payable section of the accounting
department matches these two records. The value of the material finds its
way into the ledger accounts through the voucher record. The difference between the material charged into the cupola and the sum of the melt loss and
castings poured, is the amount of the returns (gates, risers, etc.). The value
of these returns is recorded in the factory journal as a charge to the inventory
account. There are two types of scrap records. One the scrap discovered in
the foundry, which is summarized on a foundry scrap report, and the other is
the scrap produced in the machine shop and assembly floors for various reasons,
which is recorded on another scrap summary. The scrap value of the metal
scrapped as recorded in these summaries, is charged to the inventory accounts
through entries in the factory journal.
Direct labor is recorded on marginally punched cards for each period of
time spent on each order by each employee. These cards contain: employee
name and number, order number, part name and number, the time the task
was started and ended, the total time spent on the job during the period, the
man's wage rate, the labor cost, and the standard time for the operation. By
using the marginal punching, it is easy to sort the cards by employee, by order
number and by department, so that we can also use these cards for preparing
the payroll and for costing individual orders.
Indirect labor (the labor component of overhead) is recorded on marginally
666
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punched cards. As with the direct labor time tickets, a record is made of each
period of time spent on each indirect job by each man. The employee's name
and number, the department being charged for the labor performed, and the
account number and a brief description of the work done, are recorded on
these tickets.
Both of these types of job tickets (direct labor and indirect labor) are
processed by the payroll section of the accounting department. They are used
to determine the amount of wages each man has earned, by daily recording the
total of the tickets on an individual payroll summary card. Direct labor tickets
are separated from indirect labor tickets. The direct labor tickets are sorted
by type of charge (steam, gas, experimental, or plant and equipment) and the
Department Summary Card (Exhibit 5) is prepared. The totals of the payroll
at the end of the week are compared with the departmental summary cards to
determine that the payroll balances. Indirect tickets are filed daily and, at the
end of each week, an indirect labor summary is prepared. Direct labor tickets
are filed by order number and are used when the order is complete.
Burden besides indirect labor takes the form of scrap loss, equipment maintenance, and supplies and find its way into the accounts through the voucher
record, for items purchased, and through the factory or general journals, for
other items.
The final part of overhead expense is the allocation of expenses of the
service departments. The basis of this distribution depends on the kind of
service rendered. Thus, purchasing expense is distributed on a basis of voucher
record expense, adjusted for such items as utilities and payroll. Cost and
payroll accounting expense is distributed on a basis of total hourly payroll
dollars. Unallocated maintenance expense is distributed on a basis of floor
space. It must be remembered that these service departments serve the machine
shop and assembly floor, as well as the foundry sections, and so these bases
of distribution cover all three of the production departments.
Burden Rates
We have found that overhead rates most near to a practical degree of accuracy can be obtained by using past experience. Inasmuch as our overhead
rates are a percentage of direct labor dollars, we found it simple, when new
rates are necessary, to go to records of past experience and, using the previous
twelve months, divide direct labor dollars into the total overhead to be applied.
These rates are applied monthly to the direct labor dollars shown on the departmental summary card previously mentioned. The result of this calculation
is recorded in the factory journal and charged to work -in- process inventory.
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As an exception to this use of a rate, one place where actual overhead is applied to production is in the cupola. In this department the actual overhead,
actual direct labor, and actual cost of materials charged into the cupalo, adjusted for returns and scrap, make up the cost of iron at the spout. This cents
per pound figure is used for all orders costed in the month following its determination.
The portion of overhead over or under the amount charged into inventory
is designated as over -or under - applied (or absorbed) and is charged off directly
to cost of sales. While most accountants agree that, nearly as possible, all
overhead should be charged to inventory and thus against production, it is
also known that it is seldom that the exact amount of actual burden can be
applied.
Product Costing
Product costing is quite a different operation from ledger accounting. When
all castings on a given order have been received into the warehouse and their
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EXHIBIT 5

receipt recorded on the foundry order, it is removed from the foundry order
file and forwarded to the production control department for confirmation of
the information previously recorded from warehouse receiving reports. The
foundry order is then sent to the cost department.
This signals the closing of the order as far as the cost section is concerned.
The labor tickets are removed from the file and sorted by section (core, mold,
cleaning). Total labor cost is computed and recorded on the cost sheet. To
the labor cost is added the overhead. Multiplying the overhead rate, plus one hundred per cent, by the amount of direct labor, gives a combined labor and
overhead total. To get the total cost of the casting, the labor and overhead
for the three operations (core, mold and clean) are added to the cost of iron
used. Unit price and unit hours of labor are computed by section and are recorded. When these computations are completed, the foundry orders are sent
to the clerk who maintains the Cost Card (Exhibit 6) file. In the material
section of this card, he records the detailed unit operational costs and hours.
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This material cost will then be used when determining the complete cost of
the part.
In vent or y Acc ou nt s
We carry only three inventory accounts�—�foundry materials, work -inprocess, and miscellaneous supplies (nuts, bolts, steel, tubing, etc.) for all
inventory used in all parts of our company, whether foundry, machine shop
or assembly. Work -in- process includes the castings from the time they are
poured, through the cleaning processes, storage in the rough castings warehouse, machining, assembly, and the shipping department. When they are
finally shipped, work -in- process inventory is credited with the total amount
shown on the cost card.
W e Keep Track Quickly and Sim ply
"T he proof of the pudding is in the eating," has often been said when
determining whether a situation is good or bad. A cost, payroll and accounts
payable staff of seven people accumulate all the manufacturing costs for this
manufacturer, who employs over three hundred people. Our cost files contain
data on over ten thousand numbered parts. We can determine within twentyfour hours how much cost has been applied against a particular order. While
much can still be done to obtain more exact costs, we believe that we have
developed ways of obtaining good costs simply and with a minimum of clerical
effort.
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Taking Emergency Facilities Into Property Accounting
By JOHN M. WHALEN
Chief Accountant, Collins Radio Company, Cedar Rapids, Iowa

Only partly concerned with the special problem of emergency facilities
accounting, the accompanying article outlines a fixed asset accounting procedure which offers a solution consisting of amplification
to meet the requirements of property items covered by certificates of
necessity. Tabulating procedures play a prominent but not exclusive
role in the system described.

Of
stem of accounting for fixed
assets and, as a companion subject, its
adaptation to emergency facilities accounting.
Since the enactment of the Revenue
Act of 1950 which provided for accelerated amortization of emergency
facilities, many other companies have
undoubtedly been faced with either
providing for a more elaborate system
of accounting for fixed assets or adapting their present system to the new
problems which arose. The problems
faced will vary from one organization
to another, depending upon the property accounting system in effect before
acquisition of emergency facilities and
also with the extent and nature of the
facilities acquired (or to be acquired).

T our

HIS PAPER IS A PRESENTATION

New Problems; The Existing System

Where such acquisitions are rela670

tively minor, the problem may lend
itself to solution quite readily, from
strictly a procedural point of view.
On the other hand, if emergency facility acquisitions are to be a major portion of fixed property, the problem to
be faced can become a much more
serious one. Solution is made more
complex as a result of a provision in
the Act limiting accelerated amortization to the portion of the cost attributable to defense purposes. This means
that, in the case of most facilities, one
portion of the cost must be amortized
over a period of sixty months and the
remainder over a separate period of
normal life expectancy.
While admitting that there is a procedural problem to be solved as a
result of acquiring emergency facilities, any company having a system of
property accounting which provides
for an individual record of fixed propN.A.C.A. BULLETIN

erty, together with a method of distributing depreciation costs of individual assets by cost center, may well
find that this system is readily adaptable to accounting also for emergency
facilities. In our case, this was found
to be so.
Before presenting the procedure followed in adapting our property records
to the emergency facilities problem, a
few words are in order in respect to
the general nature of the method
which our company already employed.
Prior to acquiring emergency facilities,
our company used a system of accounting for fixed assets which provided
for an individual cost record of each
asset, on which —among other historical data —the annual depreciation was
posted and the current book value of
any asset thus made readily available.
In addition, information on acquisitions was transmitted to the tabulating
department each month. There
punched cards were prepared to record certain information, including the
cost of the asset, the depreciation rate,
and the cost center to be charged with
the depreciation. From these punched
cards for all the fixed property of the
company, tabulations of depreciation
by cost center were prepared. These
tabulations became the basis for a
monthly entry distributing depreciation costs.
Adaptations: Charts of Accounts,
Acquisition Procedures

With this brief description of our
JANUARY , 1953

procedure prior to the present emergency, we can proceed with a step -bystep description of our present system
of accounting for fixed assets including emergency facilities.
The first step in adapting our system to account for emergency facilities
was the revision of our chart of accounts. It was necessary, in order to
aid in preparation of financial statements, to segregate emergency acquisitions. Fixed asset accounts in our
chart were classified by property account types as follows:
'_
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Land and buildings.
Machinery and equipment.
Factory furniture and fixtures.
Semi - durable tools.
Office furniture and fixtures.
Mobile equipment.
Aircraft and airport equipment.

In order to accomplish the necessary
segregation, we added to our chart a
second set of property accounts, classified in the same manner, against which
the cost of emergency facilities were recorded. In respect to the corresponding
reserve accounts, it was necessary to
add two new accounts for each new
facility account. In one was recorded
the reserve for accelerated amortization on the percentage of costs as allowed in the certificate of necessity
and, in the second, the reserve for
depreciation on the balance of the cost
based on normal life expectancy. With
this revision of our chart of accounts
accomplished, little additional effort
was required to distribute costs of new
671
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EXHIBIT 1

acquisitions, whether they were emergency facilities or otherwise, to the
proper accounts.
In order that the proper fixed asset
records may be established, all invoices cleared by the accounts payable
section against purchase orders bearing a fixed asset number, are forwarded to the property accounting section before final processing for pay-

(Exhibit 1). This record provides for
the fo l l o wi n g i n fo r m a t i o n :
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Account number.
Asset name.
Description.
Asset identification number.
Vendor.
Detail record of purchase and assembly.
Depreciation record.

ment. Upon receipt of these invoices
the property accounting section pre-

In preparing this record, upon the
receipt of an emergency facility, the
cost of the asset is broken down as

pares a 'Property Record Ledger Card

two amounts in the space for record-
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ing the detail of purchase and assembly. These amounts represent the
portion of the asset to be amortized
over a period of sixty months and the
portion to be depreciated on a normal life basis. In the depreciation record,
space is first provided for recording
the amortization of that part of the
cost to be amortized. The additional
space, carrying over to the back of the
ledger sheet, is used to record the depreciation on the balance of the cost.
Through use of this record, the total
amount of the amortization and /or
depreciation to date (and thus the
current book value of any asset) may
be readily determined at the end of
any fiscal year. In the event of disposition before amortization or depreciation is completed, the net book
value can be determined at any time
by entering the proper adjustment to
the current year's provision for amortization and depreciation.

listed on separate transmittal sheets
and are shown in two amounts, i.e.,
the amount to be amortized over the
accelerated period and the amount to
be depreciated on a normal -life basis.
This form provides for the transmittal
of the following information:
I. Asset serial number.
2. Certificate of necessity code.
3. Activity code — (Indicates division of
the company).
4. Location code — (Building in which located) .
5. Overhead class.
6. Cost control unit to be charged.
7. Account (Expense and asset).
8. Number of months depreciation or
amortization.
9. Cost of asset.
10. Monthly depreciation or amortization.
11. Description of asset.
12. First year's depreciation or amortization.

For each asset included on this
transmittal list, two cards are punched.
One of these cards represents the
amount of the cost which we are allowed to amortize over sixty months
and the other card the amount which
Handling Amortization and
we
depreciate on the basis of normal Depreciation Costs on Punch Cards
As was mentioned earlier, we de- life expectancy. Each of the two cards
pend on our machine accounting de- carries the same fixed asset identificapartment to supply us with the monthly tion number and, together, they repredistribution of depreciation and amor- sent the total cost of the asset. After
tization costs by cost center. In order the cards are punched by the tabulatto enable the department's staff to ing department and merged with the
compile this information, a surnmary cards representing prior fixed asset acis made at the close of each month of quisitions, a current month's tabulation
all acquisitions for that month and of depreciation can be prepared by
forwarded to the tabulating depart- cost center since, as noted above, these
ment on a fixed asset additions form cards carry a cost control unit code
(Exhibit 2). Emergency facilities are which represents the department to
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which the assets have been assigned.
a

At the time necessity certificates
were granted, our company elected to
begin amortization in the month fol-
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reason we are able to make the summary of monthly acquisitions at the
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the tabulating department in sufficient
time so that the information can be
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tabulation of amortization and depre-
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Retention of Manual Record in the
Fixed Asset Procedure
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tization costs, the tabulating department can also supply a great variety of
other statistical and accounting information which may be required in respect to emergency facilities or other
fixed assets.

O

ry

o

As we developed the procedure for
machine accounting for fixed assets,
it was originally planned to dispense
with the hand - prepared ledger card
for each asset. However, as it developed, the hand - posted ledger card provided for much more detailed historical information in respect to the individual asset and required a minimum
amount of time to make out as assets
were received. Further, it is possible
to balance the tabulating department
punched cards against the property
ledger cards with respect both to cost
and corresponding reserve and thereby
N.A.C.A. B U L L E T I N

maintain a rigid control over total
fixed asset detail. On the other hand,
having the punched card detail provides a very convenient and efficient
means of distributing depreciation
and amortization costs which cannot
be obtained through the sole use of
hand posted ledger cards.
Uniform Physical Control Measure—
for All Fixed Assets

Through the use of a Fixed Asset
Movement Summary (Exhibit 3), the
movement of fixed assets from one
cost center or department to another
is recorded monthly by the respective
department heads and forwarded to
the accounting department. This form
provides for recording the identification number, description, location and
cost center from which the asset was
moved and the location and cost center
receiving it. At the end of each month
and upon receipt of these forms by the
property accounting section, a notation
is made on the property ledger card
of the changed location. These forms
are then forwarded to the tabulating
department, in order that the punched
cards may be changed to reflect changes
in location and cost center. For this
purpose emergency facilities are
handled in the same manner as other
fixed assets and present no special
problem. Through this method of
recording location changes, we are
able to maintain currently correct distribution of depreciation and amortization costs.
JANUARY, 1953

In order that the asset, itself, may
be properly identified, a brass tag is
attached to the item at the time of its
acquisition or installation. In all cases,
this is accomplished by a representative of the storeskeeping department
upon receipt of notification from the
property accounting section of the receipt of an asset. This notification is
made to the storeskeeping department
through the use of a Fixed Asset Installation Order (Exhibit 4) prepared
by the property accounting section at
the time of recorded receipt of the
asset. This is not an installation order
against which costs for installing a
machine are to be accumulated, but
rather a notification to the storeskeeping department to install the identification tag. This form supplies the
following information to the storeskeeping representative:
I.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Purchase order number.
Receiving report number.
Department to which asset was delivered.
Budget number.
W ork order (if any).
Serial number and description of assets
to be tagged.

Inasmuch as the receiving section
of the storeskeeping department has
copies of all purchase orders and receiving reports, its personnel have a
method of determining what installation orders they should receive.
Thus a two -way control is maintained.
At the time this form is prepared
by the property accounting section, the
serial numbers are assigned to the assets and the tags are forwarded with
the installation order to the stores673
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EXHIBIT 3
k e e pi n g d e p a r t m e n t fo r affixing. U p -

has dealt primarily with acquisition of
on installation of the identifying tag assets through direct purchase. We
on the asset, the storeskeeping repre- also found that our property accountsentative records on the fixed asset in- ing system, providing for work orders
stallation order the location code and against which to accumulate the cost
the cost control unit number where of individual assets being constructed,
the fixed asset was installed, and re- could easily be adapted to enable us
turns the form to the property ac- to determine what portion of the costs
counting section. This form, upon re- in the construction -in- process account
turn to accounting, verifies the infor- was under certificates of necessity. Our
mation recorded on the receiving re- company has only one construction-inport as well as on the property record process account in the general ledger.
established at the time the asset was Costs of constructing fixed assets are
received. Again this procedure ap- accumulated against work orders and
plies to emergency facilities as well as the costs so accumulated entered in
to other assets and presented no new the one general ledger account.
problem with the acquisition of the
Distribution of labor, material and
former.
purchases to the work orders is made
by the tabulating department and, at
W ork Orders for Construc tion
the end of each month, its staff is able
and Installation
to prepare a detailed list of costs by
So far the material in this article work orders which make up the open
676
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EXHIBIT 4

balance in the construction -in- process
account. By applying a certificate of
necessity code to the work order card
when it is established in the tabulating department, it is possible to carry
this code into the detail punched cards
representing charges to fixed asset
construction orders. With this code
in the detail cards, it is posible to
tabulate the balance in the construc-

tion-in- process account, so as to show
the amount of in- process assets being
constructed under certificates of necessity, as well as the figure representing
assets being constructed on a normal
basis.
As the work orders are completed,
the completion notice copy of the
work order is forwarded to the property accounting section and the necessary property records established in
the same manner as previously deJANUAR Y, 19 33

scribed when the assets were purchased. The code assigned to the
work order is a readily available reference in determining whether or not
the asset is to be set up as an emergency facility. Amortization begins in
the month following month of completion and all related information is
recorded in the same manner as if the
asset had been purchased.
Costs of installing certain machinery and other equipment, which may
or may not be in the form of an emergency facility, is accounted for in
virtually the same manner as that used
in accounting for fixed assets in the
process of being constructed. A work
order is prepared against which the
cost of installation is recorded. These
costs are accumulated again by the
tabulating department and, upon completion of the installation, the costs
677

are tabulated and supplied to the
property accounting section.
At the time invoices are received by
the property accounting section for
machinery or other assets requiring an
installation which will become a significant element of the cost of placing
it in operation, the property ledger
sheet is prepared but held in suspense
pending completion of the installation. While this installation is being
accomplished, no information is forwarded to the tabulating department
on the fixed asset addition sheet. By
thus suspending the transmittal of information to the tabulating department in the case of assets requiring
installation, no amortization or depreciation is charged until the machine is
installed and operating.
Upon receipt of the completion
notice copy of the installation order
and the accumulated cost of the installation, the property ledger sheet is
completed to include these charges.
At this time the asset is entered on
the fixed asset addition sheet to be
transmitted to the tabulating depart-

ment for inclusion in the fixed asset
punched card deck. It would be well
to point out that the majority of installations are completed in the month
in which the asset is received, so there
is no extended delay in completing
the property accounting records.
Ad ap ti b l i it y to Em erg ency F aci l it i es
Acco unti ng U sually Present

The writer is aware that the problems faced by each company acquiring
emergency facilities are different and
varied. Certainly it is necessary that the
accounting department be in a position to provide the necessary records
of emergency facilities so as to properly insure the availability of the required statistical information and the
correct distribution of the accelerated
amortization costs.
However, it is the opinion of the
writer that any company with an adequate system for accounting for fixed
assets should find it not too difficult to
adapt this system to recording and accounting for emergency facility acquisitions.

Fixed Asset Procedures of a Tobacco Manufacturer
by FRANK JUDD
Assistant Comptroller, Brown & Williamson Tobacco Corporation, Louisville, Kentucky

Equipment activity — because of additions, full or partial replacements
(largely betterments), and transfers— feature the fixed asset situation
of the company for which project approval, cost accumulation, and
record- keeping procedures are set forth succinctly in this article.
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COM PA N Y

CIGARETTES

M AN U FA CT U RE S

and other tobacco

products in three manufacturing plants
located in as many states, and owns
N.A. C.A. BULLETIN

tobacco processing plants and numerous storage warehouses. One of the
manufacturing plants was constructed
for the company (the first unit of it
in 1928) and two plants were acquired by absorption of predecessor
companies about twenty -five years ago.
However, the fixed asset situation
has not been static, especially as to
euipment. There has been a good degree of technical progress in the industry —even if neither the cigarette
nor the packaging of the products
have changed significantly in appearance in the last twenty years, except
for the addition of tear tape. To aid
in coping with the stream of progress,
not to mention wear and tear, the
company has its own engineering department and two well- equipped machine shops taking care of practically
all maintenance services and also of
a fair amount of production of repair
parts and many types of rolling boxes,
all conveyors, and of some conversion
and adaptation of equipment, as well
as occasional construction of an entirely novel special purpose machine.
just about all the problems of controlling fixed asset expenditures and
of accounting for the fixed assets are
present. In face of this ana in common with most companies, we found
after the end of World War II that
our record system had deteriorated.
Step by step we rebuilt our procedures
and modernized them. We were
favored in the process by finding a
JANUA RY, 1953

younger man for the job, who combined knowledge of office procedures
and accounting with a keen interest
in technical equipment. With him this
job rose from a rather low rating in
the accounting department hierarchy
to a respected position in which he
was given supervision over fixed asset
accounts of all plants. (Incidentally,
the personnel aspect of letting the right
man grow with the job, rather than
promoting him out and trying another
newcomer on it, is a point which
should be given the importance it deserves in organizational moves and
planning.)
Project Review and Planning

On several occasions the management considered a budget for capital
expenditures. However, the idea was
never adopted because we felt that it
was important to keep the door open
at all times for adoption and introduction of new ideas. Instead, we
put the controls on a project merit
basis. The company rule is that projects for construction work, equipment
purchase, and even major maintenance, must be brought before the
manufacturing committee, if the estimated expenditure exceeds $500. This
committee is made up of the director
of operations, assistant director, plant
managers if they are in town, chief
engineer, purchasing agent, head of
leaf department, head of labor relations, and assistant comptroller.
679

FIXED ASSET PROPOSAL
I. DESCRIPTION
Purchase one used wax wrapping machine for specialty pack K. "National" adjustable Package Machinery Co. machine.
2. PURPOSE
To substitute machine wrapping for hand operation.
3. TIME
Delivery immediate.
4. ESTIMATED COST
$1,000 plus freight.
5. CLASSIFICATION
Machinery and fixtures.
6. SAVINGS
Figured on monthly production of 12,000 lbs.
Present

Proposed
12 Cartons per Min.

1 girl delivery
1 girl casing

&

packing
46 hrs 1.20 $165.60
relief
46
1.20
55.20
46
1.20
55.20
&

3 girls wrapping

I girl operating

25 hrs 1.28 $32.00

I girl packing

25

1.20

30.00

1 girl delivery

10

1.20

12.00

$276.00
Add Factory Holiday Pay
O.A.B., Retirement, etc. 21%

57.96

$74.00
Add Factory Holiday Pay,
O.A.B., Retirement, etc. 21%

$333.96

15.54
$89.54

The savings are estimated at $244 per month, which means that the savings will pay
for the machine in four months given the stated volume of production.

EXHIBIT 1

If the project is estimated to run
between $500 and $1,000 and the
committee expresses approval, the
plant concerned is notified to go ahead
without a record in the committee
minutes. For projects over $1,000, we
assign a project number and the initiating plant submits its plan to the
committee, following a set form similar to the proposal reproduced in
Exhibit 1.
The amortization period on the
project illustrated was unusually short.
The particular hand wrapping operation had small volume and was some680

what uncertain and, for that reason,
had never been put on a machine
basis as other like operations had been.
The proposals are generally circularized to the committee members in
advance of its meeting, so that everyone has a chance for consideration
and possibly to inspect the location
or the operation involved. This procedure has had the effect of overcoming the natural tendency (to which
we had been subject no more or less
than other companies) of letting engineering and projects go through without adequate inspection or inquiry
N.A. C.A. BULLETIN

into fundamentals. It is common
knowledge how costly poor initial
planning can be, and instances of getting the wrong size or of putting the
equipment in the wrong location are
more frequent in industry than they
should be. As a rule, we have a full
and free discussion. The majority of
the projects, which now are much
more carefully prepared, are passed
as requested, but some are modified
and some are "killed."
If the project passes the manufacturing committee, it goes to the executive committee, which is under the
direction of the president. This committee sees the manufacturing committee minutes and may or may not discuss the individual projects recommended by it. As a rule, the executive
committee gives its sanction by approving the minutes of the manufacturing committee.
Cost Accumulation

For each project adopted, all costs
incurred are assembled under a project
number. In fact, on larger projects —
especially those which require construction and installation work by contractors' labor or by our employees, we
very frequently assign several work
order numbers, in order to ascertain
the costs of the different segments of
the job for the sake of expenditure
control, as well as for accounting purposes. We seldom have the simple
situation in which an overhaul of a
large dryer or of a moisture distribu]ANUARY, 1933

tion or an air conditioning system involves merely replacing worn units with
new ones. Most of the time the project description carries the information
that additional coils will be installed,
a higher rated motor will be used, or
that stainless steel will replace galvanized iron.
Any of these changes mean that we
have to capitalize parts of the project,
quite likely withdraw from the accounts some portion of the asset originally set up and to charge to current
maintenance, or repairs and renewals
as we call it, another large portion.
We have also learned from experience
that it is very little trouble to break
down a project into separate work orders at the time work is started. We
do that if there is any doubt that we
may want to set up a segment by itself,
because we may conceivably withdraw
it by itself, for, if we miss our chance
at that point, we are off the safe trail
as to the cost coverage of the records
and are thrown into the treacherous
areas of wild guesses.
Materials purchased or withdrawn
from our stock room are charged to
the work order at cost. Contractor's
labor is charged at the amounts billed.
Our own shop labor is charged on the
basis of daily job tickets carried by
each hourly -paid roan. On the basis
of the material charges, contractor's
invoices, and shop tickets, we accumulate the cost against each work order and the entire project each month.
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We allow one shortcut. We price
out all hours expended by our shop
labor at a uniform rate, which is calculated to include machine shop overhead up to and including the foreman and depreciation on machinery
and space. The idea of a uniform
rate saves us a good deal of time and
argument. In general, our feeling is
that jobs which are done away from
the shop with light tools frequently
are the ones which take more of the
foremen's time. Therefore, we feel
that there is enough justification for
holding on to a uniform rate.
Post- Approval Control and Post.
Installation Appraisal

A listing of the expenditure status
of the projects for each factory is submitted monthly to the assistant comptroller and brought up for discussion
in the manufacturing committee whenever it seems warranted. Projects running over the estimated amounts are
noted, and this fact and the explanation of it are recorded in the minutes if the excess goes beyond about
$500, or 10 per cent of the estimate,
whichever is the larger.
A good illustration of the last point
occurred recently in the installation
of a storage tank at one of our plants.
The final cost amounted to $29,450
against an estimate of $25,406. The
manager of the plant presented a request for an additional amount of
$3,168 and furnished the following
explanation:
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Increase in cost of tanks due to
increase in steel price
Cost of concrete dike around
tanks, required by underwriters,
not included in original proposal

$1,468.00

1,700.00
$3,168.00

A revision was authorized, bringing
the approved amount up to $28,475,
which came within three per cent of
the amount actually spent.
Another point worthy of attention
is the verification by the accounting
department that the savings claimed in
the original proposal submitted to
the manufacturing committee, are
realized. At one time it seemed that
savings were estimated somewhat
loosely on the high side and the estimated outlay on the low side. However, as the system of formal written
proposals, which carried a definite responsibility on the part of responsible
officials, became established, the
claimed savings were estimated rather
cautionsly. In fact, we have seen a
number of projects in which the actual savings exceeded the claimed
savings.
Specific measures are taken to integrate the completed project with operations and to test results. Since the
plants are operated as union shops,
the plant management is very careful
to revise the labor lineup promptly
after new equipment has been put into
operation. Delaying the revision of
the lineup might set an adverse precedent. The supervisor of factory costs,
who has cost accounting supervision
N.A. C.A. BULLETIN

over all fatcories, arranges for an
audit in the department concerned to
determine the amount of savings actually realized. In some instances, the
audit reports have had to include
complex calculations because business
and technical developments did not
stand still. We consider this final
verification an important step in controlling capital expenditures. By the
time the new equipment is installed,
other changes may have taken place,
and a gain in volume in the department might necessitate a complete review of operating conditions at different levels and reconstruction of
savings at such levels.
We have found, in the four years
we have been operating this system,
that the instances of large percentages
of excess installation costs and substantial savings deficiencies in operation have become infrequent. We are
convinced that the better estimates reflect better planning, and we are convinced that our capital expenditure
dollars have been spent a good deal
more effectively than before.
What We Keep Record of

Our accounting principles for fixed
assets follow the general rules, as far
as we are aware. We try to be as consistent as possible, and we aim at capitalizing all significant expenditures
which are expected to provide benefits
over more than one accounting period. We want to keep track of such
assets. On the other hand, we do not
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want to set up items which are discarded before the unit is put on the
production line. Neither do we wish
to maintain fixed asset records for a
multitude of items of small value.
For physical control, we decided
to provide separate records identifying all items which, in our experience,
are frequently moved independently.
The most obvious illustration is motors received as part of a purchased
machine, even if we usually set up the
record without attaching value. In
short, we aim at separate records of
everything separable.
With respect to cost, pieces of
equipment which merely carry "freight
in" as addition to invoice cost, are
taken up directly in machinery and
fixtures. Items which require installation costs, or which involve shop work,
are carried in construction account
until the job is reported completed.
At that point, accounting and shop
personnel review the costs to ascertain
that all charges have been recorded
and also what portions of the job, if
any, have been removed and returned
to stock or abandoned as junk. The
account is then cleared of such items
and the balance set up in machinery
and fixtures. A similar procedure
would apply to overhaul jobs involving capitalizable portions. A detailed
account of a piece of equipment, as
finally set up, can be illustrated by an
account for a conveyor, which would
show costs of belting, lumber, paint,
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ball bearing take -ups, and machine
shop labor, including overhead.
The problem of masses of small
items, which tend to clutter up fixed
asset records, we tackled successfully
two years ago by removing certain
categories of items of small value, such
as ordinary switches, pulleys, vises,
soap dispensers and similar groups,
wherever they had been set up under
separate numbers, apart from a machine or installation. The eliminations
amounted, in value, to about one per
cent of machinery and fixtures, yet
they reduced the number of property
inventory listings to just about one half.
Incidentally, the fact that we eliminated small value items from our detailed fixed asset records did not mean
that we dropped plant accountability.
We still receive annual inventories
of these items and insure them, but

Records M aintained Satisfactorily
on Tabulating Equipment

The accounting record for fixed asset transactions is maintained in the
monthly accounting papers of each
plant, showing details of additions,
withdrawals, and transfers in the accounts. With regard to inventory records after the removal of small value
items had been completed, we converted from a manually- maintained
system based on three substantially
duplicating binders with items in
( 1 ) inventory number order, (2) location order, and (3) type -of -asset
order, to a punch card system. Our
company uses tabulating equipment
extensively, and it developed that the
tabulating department was willing to
take the fixed asset job on and could
do so at practically no cost, since it is
almost never a split - second rush job,
like billing or warehouse stocks. Naturally, we were not able to put on the
we are relieved of the need for trac- cards the cost breakdown for machining the movement of each switch, vise, ery constructed, converted, modified,
pulley, or soap dispenser. Since many or installed by us. This supplemental
of these small items were moved a record which, however, involves only
great deal from one location to an- fifteen per cent of the items carried,
other, they gave a disproportionate is still maintained manually.
The column headings of our tabuamount of trouble each month and
lating card for property appear bein reconciling the records with the
low:
annual inventory at the year end. Also,
Item Description
we have found the systematic use of Date Received (Month, Year)
Machine Serial Number
pre - numbered metal tags affixed to Code (t, Class Code, t, Company # )
Value (Dollars, Cents)
machines, motors, fire extinguishers Location
(Bldg., Floor, Dept.)
and conveyors of immeasurable help Voucher Number
Special
in maintaining inventory control.
The headings seem self - explanatory
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except that the code in the last column
is used for designating:
I. Machinery— Active
2.
— Inactive
3.
— Charged off
4.
— Leased
S. —
—Blank

The tabulating procedure did not
require any change in the underlying
inventory report from the machine
shop on additions and withdrawals
and changes in location. However,
it brought the advantage that, once
the change in status was recorded by
punching a new card and the cards
checked against the report, we automatically had all our listings in balance with the books, which previously
had been a very time - consuming operation for our comptometer operators.
As usual, the tabulating card system
yielded the great advantage of flexibility. We run off our inventories by
tag number, by type of asset, by location, and by year of acquisition, or by
any combination in segments. We au-
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tomatically have our accounting records, as well as our insurance records,
and we have a ready catalogue of
available equipment.
We find that the maintenance of our
fixed asset records on tabulating equipment gives us many other advantages.
The neatly printed rundowns reveal
more readily any errors, such as duplication of tag numbers or charging
off of items without installation costs
or attachments. They also cause any
entries with incomplete information
to be thrown out almost automatically.
Moreover, due to the ease of preparing lists and carbon copies, and due
to their legibility, we find that the
engineering department and factory
management consult the listings
more frequently. In addition, at least
in our case, the tabulating application
actually replaced two manual systems,
one maintained by the accounting department and one maintained in the
machine shop by the plant engineer.
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THE COST FORUM
ON ADJUSTING DEPRECIATION—
WHAT IF THE PROPERTY HAD
LONG -TERM FINANCING?

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
based
on replacement cost rather than on original cost has been discussed at one time
or another by almost everyone who ever
speaks at accounting forums or writes for
TH E

MA TTE R

OF

DEP RE CIA TI ON

accounting publications. I find myself entirely in agreement with the conclusions
reached in the a rticle on this subject, "Depreciation and the Depreciating Dollar" by
Fladger T . Tannery and published in the
October 1952 N.A.C.A. Bulletin. It is refreshing to find an exponent of fu ndamentals expressing his faith in such a manner.
There is a phase of finance and a ccounting closely connected with this question
which has not been explored in most of
the published material which I have rea d.
That is the situa tion in which the original
investment in plant or equipment wa s made
from funds secured by floating a longterm bond issue. Frequently, such a bond
issue is tied directly to the a sset by means
of a mortga ge or other indenture, the maturity date of the bonds may correspond
approximately with the date when the asset is expected to be fully depreciated,
and sink ing funds are required or serial redemption provided for amortizing the
bonds over the same period.

To follow the reasoning of those who
advocated an increase in depreciation to
provide for the increased replacement cost
of assets, the bondholder in this case
should be entitled to receive $2,000 upon
the redemption of his bond, to replace the
purchasing power of the money he invested. How many corporate officials
would stand for such a proposition? I am
afraid the bondholder will never get more
than $1,000, even when they are worth
only five hu ndred of the one thou sa nd dollars he pa id for his investment.
But doesn't it sound like a reasonable
proposition that the bond agreement should
provide for the repayment of an amount
equivalent in purchasing power to the
amount borrowed. Just think how much
fun it would be for the accountant to see
that the amount set aside in the sinking
fund is constantly adequate for the redemption of the number of bonds for which it
is intended, not to mention the fluctuating
amount to be shown on the balance sheet
as to the liability for bonds outstanding.
To carry the idea on its logical conclusion,
the interest payment on the bonds should
be adjusted from time to time a lso.
How silly can you get? But don't look
at me! The man who said we should
juggle the provision for depreciation
started it.
J O H N F. LEE, Portland Chapter

Now, when the investor purchased one
of the bonds, he paid, say, $1,000. At the
time his bond is redeemed, he gets ju st the

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:

same a mou nt, despite the fact that the pu rchasing power of the dollar at that time
may be only approximately half of the
purcha sing power a t the time he purchased
the bond.

TH E LARGE CO M P A N Y probably mastered
this problem here discussed, perhaps years
ago. It is rather of the sma ll company now
planning to turn to machine accounting,
that I am thinking. The problem is that,
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ACCOUNTING MACHINE PERSONNEL
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with the aid of accounting machine sales
representatives, we strive for perfection in
laying out the ideal system, but fail to
give sufficient thought and study to the
persons needed to operate the equipment.
Aware that I ma y be trying to side step
responsibility, I do feel we are sometimes
led astray by the assurance we receive that
anyone can be trained to this function,
regardless of age or business experience.
While I am not attempting to intimate
that this is a misstatement, it does seem
to be a trifle on the optimistic side. As in
other types of work, individuals can become operators of varying degrees of effectiveness. It would seem that sales reprosentatives can render a greater service by
stressing the following points:
I. If any personnel changes are anticipated
at or about the time of the installation,
care should be used in selecting the replacements, whether from within or without the company.
2. Some type of aptitude test might be
used to find out whether an individual
is generally fitted for this work. If not,
a tra nsfer before rather tha n after an attempt at operating has been made,
would be the better procedure.
3. Generally, where various operations or
all operations at varying times are performed by two or more persons, the
same efficiency cannot be expected that
is obtained in departments or companies where operators spend practically
all of their time on a machine.
The answer does not seem to lie in
selecting the best operator and keeping her
at the machine, to the exclusion of others.
In case of absence, a real problem is created if those called on do not ha ve a fair
amount of assurance, especially on jobs
carrying a deadline, such as payrolls.
It is a problem for both the buyer and
the seller of accounting machines. Conditions Nos. 1 and 2 above may not be
possible to arrange and, because of company policy, the equipment must be operated by those already within the department.
In this case, perhaps a simplified instrucJANUA RY, 1933

tion manual and time for sufficient practice
and gaining of confidence before throwing
the system into operation, might be part
of the answer.
W e should work toward developing an
operator with the same degree of skill
which we require of those operating
machines in the plant.
H. B. TAY LO R, Williamsport Cho sr
THE IMPORTANT TASK OF
MAINTAINING STANDARDS

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
A G R E A T D E A L H A S B E E N written during
the recent past concerning standard cost systems, their basis, installation, application
and uses. On the other hand, very little
has appeared with regard to the maintenance of standards after a system has been
established and installed. One of the most
necessary requirements for the successful
operation of a standard cost system after
the installation is the maintenance of
h sical and dollar standards. It is the
P Y
accountant's responsibility to see that stand ards are properly maintained in order that
cost control and profit improvement through

cost reduction may be rea lized.
Standards must be kept abreast of cur rent operating conditions in order that
maximum benefits from the use of stand ards can be achieved. Because of constant
changes in operating practices, facility design, material specifications, incentive
plans, equipment capacities, product requirements, etc., it is highly important that
standards be accurate to the extent that
they recognize these items on an up -to -date
basis. All of this is in addition to the
necessity for recognizing the currently effective scale of wage rates and prices of
purchased commodities and services. The
first group has to do primarily with physical standards while the items of wages
and prices are confined to the dollar stand ards.
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In order to assure good, sound standards,
a system of check points must be established to provide the greatest possible safeguard against out -of -date or erroneous
standards. The following list of actions
dealing with the maintenance of standards
are primarily applicable to preserving the
quality of standards after they have once
been established. They have proved successful in a large manufacturing concern:
I. Audit of standards:
A complete audit of dollar standards is
made within three months after the effective date. Such audits are made by a
competent person other than the person
establishing such standards. Discrepancies revealed by the audits are corrected
immediately.
2. Trends:
Trends of variances by cause are maintained by works and department. Such
trends not only reflect the results of
improper or adequate standards but also
provide data used for cost control and
reduction. When analyses of these
trends indicate necessity for revision of
standards, appropriate action is taken to
make the necessary adjustments.
3. Change in standard practices:
Detailed analyses of effects of changes
in operating practices are made based
on a report of "contemplated changes
in standard practice." These changes in
operating practice are reviewed by the
industrial engineers to determine the effect on physical standards and by the
accounting department for effect on dol.
lar standards. Revisions in either the
physical standards or dollar standards
are made when determined necessary.
4. Industrial engineering visible card index
record:
The industrial engineering department
maintains records showing monthly performance rates for all major operations.
When the actual performance deviates
substantially from expected performance,
a review of the physical standards is
initiated. These reviews may indicate an
unfavorable change in operating practice, requiring corrective action by man.
agement or the necessity for a revision
in physical standards. In any event a
red flag is provided indicating the need
for investigation as to the cause of the
deviation.
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5. Standard volume:
Quantitative units of production comprising standard volume may become inadequate due to changed production
capacities of manufacturing equipment,
new product lines, technical improve.
ments, etc., occasioned by substantial
changes in sales expectancy. Significant
volume change should be recognized in
standards as soon as the effect and
amount of such volume increase or decrease is established. This is necessary
in order that standard costs will be
realistic and representative of standard
conditions.
6. Effect of variance analysis on standards:
Some very important factors in insuring
a high quality of physical dollar standards are the analyses made in connection
with variance analysis for cost reduction.
These analyses require a detailed study
of each physical and dollar standard and
provide excellent means for detecting inaccuracies or omissions in the standards.
7. General:
The constant collaboration between persons responsible for physical standards
and other staff and line organizations insures that physical standards are developed from factual data and that such
standards are established at the level of
good performance under specified conditions. Physical standards for all operations covered by incentive plans are
based on incentive standards, developed
through time studies, adjusted to expected performance. In addition to the
trends maintained and reviewed, as
mentioned in Item 4 above, reviews and
analyses of variances are made by the
accounting and operating personnel to
determine the causes of such variances,
i.e., whether the standards are defective
or whether operating practices require
correction. In the case of defective
standards, procedures are established
through which formal requests for reviews
of standards may be placed upon the
persons responsible for physical standards, by any of the aforementioned personnel.

In addition to the foregoing points,
which deal primarily with physical standards, trends are maintained on the prices
of purchased materials, so that current information regarding prices of the various
commodities included in standards will be
readily available. Changes in labor rates
N.A. C.A. BULLETIN

and benefits are also an extremely important factor, not only in connection with a
general adjustment but also as regards
changes in rates of individual groups.
A planned program of standards ma intenance employing the above features will
assure sound, equitable physical and dollar
standards for use in controlling cost and
enhancing the profit position of the business enterprise. It cannot be over- emphasized that such a program is a "mu st" if
the full value from the standard cost system
is to be realized.
WILLIAM C. JONES, Birmingham Chapter
RESTORATION OF EXCESS DEPRECIATION TAKEN IN CLOSED LOSS YEARS

Editor, N.A.C.A. Bulletin:
DUE TO TH E

PRESS O F CUR RE N T PROB-

it appears that many of our membership and their associated managements,
as well as legal tax counsel, have either
missed or are not fully conscious of the
significance of the passage of July 14,
1952, without fanfare, of Public Law No.
539 (H . R. 3168), amending Section 113
( b ) ( 1 ) ( B ) of the Internal Revenue Code
to permit the restoration of excess depreciation taken in closed loss years, for which
the taxpayer received no tax benefits.
This law may be of considerable importance to many of the larger companies
which have had loss years in the past.
The burden of proof is still on the taxpayer to demonstrate what portion of the
depreciation taken in closed loss years was
excessive. This will involve a determination of the allowable deprecia tion for those
years. It is obvious from the reading of
Section 11 3 (b) and Section 11 4(a) that

LEMS,

I. Adjustments for excess depreciation may
be made for any loss year since February
28, 1913.
2. The amendment is limited in its application to open tax years beginning after
December 31, 1931.
3. The amendment will not apply to any
year prior to January I, 1952, except
through election of the taxpayer.
4. Such election must be made on or before
December 31, 1952, and is irrevocable.
5. The election may not be made with respect to a particular property, but shall
apply to all properties.
6. The taxpayer must establish that the excessive deductions did not produce a tax
benefit either in the year in question, or
in prior or subsequent years through the
carry -back and carry-over provisions.
There seems to be some difference of
opinion among accountants as to the interpretation of the wording of this amendment
as it pertains to the importance of filing
an election by December 31, 1952.
Some interpret the wording to mean
that it is not necessary to file unless it is
desired to apply the benefit of a portion
of the restora tion in years prior to Janua ry
1, 1952, which may still be open under
the statute or by waiver. Others have
interpreted the wording to mean that if
the taxpayer desires to make any claim
for relief under this law, he must file an
election on or before December 31, 1952.
Obviously this point should be carefully

puting depreciation.
Important points of the amendment to

investigated.
To the best of my knowledge, the Bureau
of Internal Revenue, has as yet, not issued
any guiding directives. Experience thus
far indicates that very few firms have had
sufficient time or the proper help to investigate their respective positions. It is
hoped, therefore, that an extension of the
filing date will be granted, as at this late
date, it would be next to impossible for
the accounting and engineering fraternities
to handle this extra assignment on top of
the usual calendar year -end load, even
though the reward may in some cases be

keep in mind a re as follows:

substantial.

any change in the basis for computing
gain or loss also affects the basis for com-
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The purpose of this letter is merely to
point a red arrow to this new law in order
that those in our membership who may
be affected, may also be prompted to explore the possibilities with their tax advisers. The latter should know where to
look for help in the advance rough determination of the allowable depreciation
sustainable, by physical examination of the
plant property and the related property
accounts.
Obviously, if a company has had no
loss years since 1913, the amendment will
not apply to them. There are, however,
many companies which have had a series
of loss years, particularly during the nineteen- thirties, and our experience thus far
indicates that few of them are aware of
the fact that the amendment has been
passed. If a company has had a series of
loss years in the past, we believe that the
proper approach would be to recommend
a preliminary investigation to determine
whether or not it appears likely that a
substantial amount of excessive depreciation
could be restored. This would involve an
investigation of the following:
I. History of depreciation policy of the
company.
2. Statement of profit and loss by years beginning with first loss year to date.
3. Basic date for application of Public Law
No. 539 will be considered as the end of
year just prior to the first loss year.
4. Statement of accounting practices and
basis of costs for tax purposes.
5. Annual tax rates by accounts from basic
date to current date.
6. Years open under the statute or by
waiver.
7. Are excess profits tax credits based upon
earnings or invested capital?
8. Growth schedules comprising:
Statement of assets and reserve accounts from basic date by years to the
current date showing:
Cost
Reserve
Balance
Balance
Additions
Depreciation provision
Deductions
Deductions
Balance
Balance
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9. Remaining useful lives
Estimate, if possible, the average normal life by accounts and average remaining useful life by accounts at the
current date.

Item number seven is particularly important, as the application of the amendment will not hurt a taxpayer in respect
of excess profits tax, whose excess profits
determination is based on invested capital,
whereas it might conceivably work to the
disadvantage of a taxpayer if his excess
Profits credits are based on earnings during
the base period. If it were established
that the allowable depreciation was in excess of the depreciation allowed during the
base period, this would result in a reduction in the earnings base. The possible disad.
vantage of filing an election to make the
amendment applicable to prior years is,
therefore, a point to be carefully considered by the taxpayer and his tax counsel,
based upon the findings developed in the
course of the preliminary survey. Such a
survey may develop the fact that there is
little possibility of the allowable depreciation during the base years exceeding the
depreciation which has been allowed.
It seems to us that while the law appears
taxpayers the opportunity to restore
excess depreciation taken in closed loss
years, to their depreciation base for recovery starting with the first open year, there
appears to be two 'jokers" involved:
to grant

I. An election must be filed, which is ir-

revocable by December 31, 1952, if the
taxpayer desires any relief for excess depreciation taken in loss years. Unless the
deadline is extended, the taxpayer will
lose the opportunity by default.
2. Of the excess depreciation supportably
developed by analysis as having been
taken during the loss years with no tax
benefit, a portion would be considered
allowable between the year taken and
the first open year, leaving only a net
amount of recovery for subsequent years
beginning with the first open year.
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If this interpretation is correct, the actual residue amount of excess depreciation
to be restored will be considerably less because of the disallowance outlined above,
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thereby reducing the benefits originally
thought possible under the amendment. All
that glitters, therefore, is not gold.
D. M. HOYT,

St. Louis Chopter
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